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Early Years in School is 
Nursery World’s first 
supplement dedicated to 
Foundation Stage practice 
in maintained settings, 
and we hope it provides 

the right mix of advice, and inspiration, 
on how best to support the learning and 
development of young children. 

What was so striking as the articles 
started to trickle in was the number 
of early years experts who mentioned 
or quoted extensively from Ofsted’s 
definition of teaching, now contained 
in its Early Years and School Inspection 
handbooks (2015).

Confessing to not normally being 
Ofsted’s greatest fans, many of the 
commentators said how encouraged 
they were by this new definition. The big 
question, then, is: will this be a game 
changer, requiring all schools to embrace 
a play-based approach across the EYFS?

The definition is certainly striking for 
a number of reasons: it makes clear 
that teaching should not imply a ‘top-
down’ approach; it acknowledges the 
wide range of adult:child interactions 
that constitutes teaching in the early 
years; and it notes the importance of 
the physical environment, following 
children’s interests and effective 
assessment for planning ‘next steps’. 

Other signs that Ofsted will expecting 
to see a more developmentally 
appropriate approach to early learning 
in schools is Teaching and play in the 
early years – a balancing act?, an Ofsted 
report addressing ‘the recurring myth 
that teaching and play are separate, 
disconnected endeavours in the early 
years’. The separate judgement on the 
EYFS in the schools inspection system 
has also been reinstated. 

Our experts tackle the common 
misconception that play-based practice 
results in a free-for-all, in which it is 
impossible to support children’s learning 
effectively. But they make clear too that 
embracing play-based pedagogy is not 
an easy task, as it hinges on engaged and 
well-qualified early years practitioners 
– and therein lies the challenge for 
settings, Ofsted and Government. 
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Play-based 
pedagogy 
is not free 
play and 
embracing it 
is not an easy 
task
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Play may be the work of the 
child, but the myriad learn-
ing opportunities that early 
years children can gain 
through being supported 

to learn through their own interests 
and explorations are being thwarted 
by many of the educational establish-
ments that are there to help them. 

A play-based approach to learn-
ing has long been advocated by 
early years pioneers such as Froebel, 
Piaget and Montessori as being 
developmentally appropriate, more 
creative and holistic. The Effective 
Pre-School, Primary and Secondary 
Education (EPPSE) research also 
shows that children’s outcomes and 
experiences are best in settings where 
there is a balance between child- 
initiated and adult-directed activities, 
and especially child-initiated activi-
ties that are then supported by adults. 

Despite this, many schools, under 
pressure to deliver on outcomes, are 
continuing to implement a more for-
mal approach to learning. They are 
favouring the need to instruct directly 
and focus on results instead of allow-
ing young children to be active in 
their learning – making meanings, 
choosing and planning what to do – 
which is emphasised in the Charac-
teristics of Effective Learning in the 
EYFS Statutory Framework.

LEARNING TO LEARN
Jan Dubiel, national development 
manager at Early Excellence and 
former QCA lead on the EYFS Pro-
file, defines a play-based pedagogy 
as: ‘The notion of flow and interven-
tion with a balance between adult 
direction and child-initiated play, 
which should be done in a high-qual-
ity resourced environment, also well 
supported by adults. In play-based 

pedagogy, the flow of learning needs 
to be right for the child and not domi-
nated by the adult, rather supported 
by them.’ 

He believes that if a child is pre-
vented from doing their own learn-
ing, then they don’t have the same 
level of purpose and accumulation of 
learning. A formal, didactic approach 
is a more superficial type of learning, 
whereas play-based pedagogy allows 
for ownership and making real usable 
discoveries that are applicable to the 
individual child. They are learning 
how to learn. 

‘The aspiration is that children 
grow up being able to make their 
own choices and develop a habit of 
lifelong learning,’ he says. ‘With a 
didactic pedagogy, the child is adult-
driven and is more dependent and 
compliant.’

Play-based approaches allow chil-
dren to display and adults to observe 
what children actually know and can 
do, says Linda Pound, early years 
consultant and author. The concen-
tration, exploration and curiosity 
that children are enabled to develop 
have positive implications for how 
they approach all future learning. In 
contrast, a more formal approach, she 
says, leads to ‘too much time wasted 
sitting passively, too much time sit-
ting, insufficient emphasis on con-
tributing, too much on listening and 
few opportunities to actively engage’. 

Speaking at the recent Nursery 
World Business Summit, Usha Gos-
wami, researcher and professor of 
cognitive developmental neuro-
science at the University of Cam-
bridge, explained how play helps 
children’s social interaction, self-reg-
ulation and symbolic representation.

‘Pretend play is so important for 
children as a way of understanding 

their environment, and understand-
ing who they are and how life works,’ 
she said. One example she gave was 
of children spending more time dis-
cussing the rules of a game rather 
than actually playing it. 

‘Children are subject to many rules 
in their lives, but they’re often adult 
rules and don’t necessarily fit the 
child’s desire,’ she explained. ‘In a 
game, children are making up their 
own rules and their strongest desire 
is to be a participant in the game, so 
the rules are incredibly important. 
And rules are how we self-regulate.’

PLAY-BASED PRACTICE
A stumbling block to professionals 
embracing a play-based approach is 
that people hear the word ‘play’ and 
translate it to mean ‘free-for-all’, says 
Tony Draper, president of the Nation-
al Association of Head Teachers. 

He would like to change the term 
and suggests ‘independent learning’, 
so that people understand that there 
is structure with children learning 
through their own investigations, 
supported by adults intervening 
appropriately. 

‘The word play raises right-wing 
hackles and implies that teachers are 
sitting in the corner and children are 

Play-based practice is vital, says Annette Rawstrone, 
who discusses the pedagogy, principles and obstacles

All to 
play for

ANALYSIS

There should be a 
balance between 
child-initiated and 
adult-directed 
activities
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organised and resourced to support 
play-based learning and Dr Grenier 
suggests using audit tools such as the 
Early Childhood Environment Rat-
ing Scale (ECERS-R and ECERS-E) 
to help assess this. 

‘Staff need to focus on interacting 
with children all the time, supporting 
children’s social and emotional devel-
opment and developing their capacity 
to manage their feelings – “self-reg-
ulate” – and solve conflicts,’ he says. 

‘It is also important to emphasise 
children’s communication, across the 
spectrum of supporting their early 
communication – for example, by 
using approaches from Every Child a 
Talker – to develop children’s capac-
ity to think aloud, working together 
with their peers and with adults to 
achieve “sustained shared thinking”.’ 
Developing a good partnership with 
parents, he adds, is also crucial.

Mr Draper expresses a hatred of 
walking into a Foundation Stage 
classroom and seeing every child sit-
ting at tables filling out worksheets. 
‘I like to see a lively buzz with chil-
dren actively focused on independ-
ent learning,’ he counteracts. ‘Rather 
than roaming around the class, I like 
to see teachers actively engaging with 
children and what the children want 

running around and not specifically 
learning from their actions,’ he adds.

The important point to remember, 
says Julian Grenier, head teacher of 
Sheringham Nursery School and 
Children’s Centre in London, is that 
play-based pedagogy is not free play, 
and embracing it is not an easy task. 
Highly skilled practitioners are need-
ed to tune in to the children’s needs, 
and ‘the EPPSE findings tell us that 
it is important to have well-qualified 
staff, led by qualified teachers’.

Mr Dubiel agrees, adding: ‘The 
tools practitioners need for play-
based practice are a good under-
standing of how learning works 
– understanding the important 
Characteristics of Effective Learning 
in the EYFS and what it looks like in 
practice. Also an environment that 
enables children to make choices and 
pursue their independence. 

‘Above all, there needs to be a qual-
ity of interaction between adults and 
children. The adult needs to know 
when to intervene and when not to, 
when to ask direct questions and to 
constantly have different behaviours 
at their fingertips so that they can 
support and not disrupt the focus of 
learning,’ he says.

The provision needs to be carefully 

to learn. Teachers should be looking 
at their plans and relating them to 
where the learning is taking place.’

SHORTAGES AND 
SHORTCOMINGS
So why aren’t we witnessing this 
‘buzz’ of learning in early years 
classrooms across the country? Mr 
Draper blames a shortage of high-
quality practitioners and teachers due 
to Government underfunding. ‘The 
Government doesn’t value high qual-
ity in the way that it says because, if 
it did, it would fund it properly,’ he 
argues.  

‘Budgets are also definitely an 
issue. Schools don’t have enough 
money to fully staff themselves any 
more. Many are working on a deficit 
budget and they aren’t able to employ 
the staff that they want. Facilitating 
this kind of working takes more than 
minimum ratios.’ 

Early years consultant and author 
Helen Moylett believes that while 
better ratios are useful, children who 
are absorbed in their own learning 
don’t need as much supervision as 
those taught with a more didactic 
approach. ‘You can leave them to get 
on in a way you can’t if you’re con-
stantly instructing them,’ she says.

While Dr Grenier emphasises that 
there are many schools and settings 
doing great work in the EYFS, he says 
that there are ‘serious shortcomings 
in both teacher training and Level 
3 qualifications, so new staff do not 
necessarily have the skills and under-
standing they need.’

There is also a level of miscon-
ception about what practitioners 
think they should be doing, sug-
gests Mr Dubiel. ‘This can be down 
to demands from managers, heads, 
advisors or consultants who do ➤

FURTHER 
READING 

l The Effective Pre-
School, Primary 
and Secondary 
Education (EPPSE) 
project, www.ioe.
ac.uk/research/153.
html

l Teaching and play 
in the early years 
– a balancing act? 
A good practice 
survey to explore 
perceptions of 
teaching and play in 
the early years, www.
gov.uk/government/
publications/
teaching-and-play-
in-the-early-years-
a-balancing-act

l Achieving Excellence 
in the Early 
Years: A guide for 
headteachers by 
Early Education, 
www.early-
education.org.uk 

l Hirsh-Pasek, K et al 
(2008). A Mandate 
for Playful Learning 
in Preschool: 
Presenting the 
Evidence. Open 
University Press



Children 
absorbed 
in their own 
learning 
need less 
supervision 
than those 
taught with a 
more didactic 
approach
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not understand early years pedagogy 
– they may try to fit early years peda-
gogy into a watered-down version of 
what is happening to older children,’ 
he says. ‘There can be a lack of con-
fidence to go with their own intui-
tion and follow a child development 
approach.’ 

Dr Grenier agrees that many school 
head teachers don’t have experience 
of teaching in nursery and Reception 
classes, which can lead to inappro-
priate expectations being placed on 
early years staff. 

‘It is important that staff in the 
early years have a strong understand-
ing of appropriate and effective peda-
gogy,’ he says. ‘They need to be able 
to demonstrate that their ways of 
working support good outcomes for 
all children, especially those who are 
disadvantaged. Early years staff need 
to be secure in their understanding 
and they need to be able to demon-
strate the impact of their work.’

TARGETS AND OFSTED
This is against a backdrop of schools 
feeling pressured to demonstrate that 
children are making progress and 
achieving high results, which can be 
pushed down to the early years. It’s 
often easier to meet the needs of spe-
cific targets with a didactic approach, 
says Mr Dubiel, because it measures 
a surface level of learning rather than 
assesses a child more holistically. 

‘No school wants to be seen to 
apparently not care about results,’ 
suggests Ms Pound. ‘It takes an act of 
faith in children’s abilities to deviate 
from prescribed pathways.’ 

Despite many early years teachers 
knowing that a play-based approach 
is right, Mr Draper believes there is 
a ‘fear’ that they will be regarded as 
failing if they don’t ‘cram’ children 
with phonics and reading. 

‘Contrary to this, high-quali-
ty intervention in a high-quality 
planned environment will actually 
lead to accelerated outcomes for chil-
dren,’ he says. And developing chil-
dren’s language and communications 
skills will also help them greatly in 
their future schooling, he adds. 

Another common assumption is 
that Ofsted wants to see a more for-
mal style of teaching, a myth that can 
be dispelled by a close reading of the 
Ofsted Early Years Inspection Hand-
book (see box). 

The role of the adult is also explored 
in Ofsted’s Teaching and play in the 
early years – a balancing act?, a good 
practice survey commissioned by the 
chief inspector to explore perceptions 
of teaching and play and ‘address 
the recurring myth that teaching 
and play are separate, disconnected 
endeavours in the early years’.  

But Mr Draper argues that Ofsted 
should be held to account for not 

having enough qualified early years 
specialists in its inspection teams. 
Previously his school’s early years 
provision was inspected by a sec-
ondary language specialist who he 
believes had ‘no idea’ what they were 
observing. ‘Every Ofsted inspector 
should have an early years specialism 
and too many of them don’t,’ he says.    

STANDING THEIR GROUND
When discussing the failure to act on 
the strong evidence for a play-based 
early years pedagogy, Ms Pound 
quotes professor of psychology and 
early childhood author Kathy Hirsh-
Pasek, who writes: ‘The accumulated 
data underpinning the science of 
learning coupled with our knowledge 
of human development has moved 
beyond the instructions of the past 
where children’s prior knowledge 
and dispositions to learn were essen-
tially ignored. Ignoring what children 
bring to the classroom in both the 
cognitive and social domains leads to 
bad pedagogy.’ 

Ms Pound says that, sadly, the 
schools that achieve well are often the 
ones with the most advantaged chil-
dren and the ones freest to engage in 
playful activity.

‘There is no local authority that is 
amazingly good,’ says Ms Moylett. 
‘It is patchy, with schools across the 
country giving it a go but in pockets.’ 
Despite many schools having a long 
way to go to embrace a play-based 
approach, she is hopeful that there 
will be a gradual change, perhaps 
brought on by the growing popular-
ity of the resilience movement, which 
chimes with this approach – chil-
dren gaining a sense of well-being 
by taking control of their own learn-
ing – and by heads now having more 
autonomy.  

Ms Pound says that well-trained 
Foundation Stage co-ordinators who 
are willing to stand their ground are 
essential to driving change, while Mr 
Dubiel urges practitioners to think 
about why they went into teaching. 
‘Many will have chosen the profes-
sion because they want to make an 
impact on children’s learning, to ena-
ble them to be well-motivated and to 
have high levels of communication – 
all of which result from a play-based 
pedagogy and are hard to achieve 
from a didactic, narrow curriculum,’ 
he says. ‘It’s important to move away 
from a didactic pedagogy, return to 
their roots and the core values of edu-
cation and what learning looks like in 
practice.’  n

ANALYSIS

‘Teaching in the early years 
should not be taken to imply 
a “top down” or formal way 
of working. It is a broad 
term that covers the many 
different ways in which adults 
help young children learn. It 
includes their interactions 
with children during planned 
and child-initiated play and 
activities: communicating and 
modelling language, showing, 
explaining, demonstrating, 

exploring ideas, encouraging, 
questioning, recalling, 
providing a narrative for what 
they are doing, facilitating and 
setting challenges. 

‘It takes account of the 
equipment adults provide 
and the attention given to the 
physical environment, as well 
as the structure and routines 
of the day that establish 
expectations. Integral to 
teaching is how practitioners 

assess what children know, 
understand and can do, as 
well as taking account of their 
interests and dispositions 
to learn (characteristics 
of effective learning), and 
how practitioners use this 
information to plan children’s 
next steps in learning and 
monitor their progress.’ 

Early Years Inspection 
Handbook (2015) and School 
Inspection Handbook (2015)

TEACHING IN THE EARLY YEARS: OFSTED’S DEFINITION
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RESOURCES

l Jabadao, www.
jabadao.org – on 
the importance of 
movement

l Community 
Playthings,  
www.community 
playthings.co.uk 
– provides nursery 
furniture and blocks, 
and resources 
for training and 
development.

l Early Excellence, 
http://early 
excellence.com
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An ‘enabling environment’ is 
one of the vital tools avail-
able to early years practi-
tioners seeking to ensure 
effective learning, devel-

opment and achievement for all 
children. It is increasingly clear that 
children learn best when they have 
opportunities to move, communicate 
and interact with others; when they 
can exercise what many neuroscien-
tists term ‘executive control’. 

This involves acting independ-
ently, making choices, taking respon-
sibility and developing persistence. 
Maintaining a balance between 
adult-directed and child-initiated 
activity and experience requires peri-
ods of time during which teachers 
can engage in high-quality interac-
tions with groups of children or even 

with individuals. Such interactions 
allow for differentiated teaching, 
meaningful conversation and sus-
tained shared thinking. 

Maintaining the balance also 
requires a rich learning environ-
ment in which children can explore, 
practise skills, follow their interests 
and enthusiasms, and learn from and 
with others. Environments offering 
rich continuous provision support 
this range of requirements. 

What is continuous 
provision?
Continuous provision involves the 
creation of areas of provision with a 
range of resources that children can 
access and use independently. The 
list of areas (opposite) makes sug-
gestions about the range of provision 

that might be incorporated. You may 
not be able to offer the full range at 
any one time, but the spread of expe-
rience is important. 

However short of space you are, 
some areas such as books, construc-
tion (particularly with blocks) and 
mark-making should always be part 
of continuous provision. 

Decisions about areas of continu-
ous provision will depend on:
l the amount of space available 

indoors and out. It may prove 
impossible to have both a role-play 
area devoted to space travel and a 
music area indoors, but make sure 
that, over time, children have wide 
opportunities for both types of play 
and exploration

l children’s current interests and 
areas of learning that you wish 
to develop. Within continuous 
provision you can, for example, 
extend interests by adding or 
changing resources (sometimes 
referred to as enhanced provision). 
For example: 

    Fabio was excited about a river 
trip he had taken with his parents. 
Books about boats and bridges 
were placed in a small basket in 
the reading corner and relevant 
pictures displayed in the creative 
workshop and in the block area. 
Lengths of blue fabric were also 
added to the blocks to encourage 
children to represent rivers. 

    A group of girls who enjoyed doll 
play were encouraged to use the 
block area by placing some dolls in 
that area. Their play was enriched 
when they created a second home 
corner by building chairs and 
tables and beds for the babies – 
and visited their friends for tea.

What are the benefits of 
continuous provision?
Continuous provision is enabling for 
adults and children. 

For adults, the benefits include:
l opportunities to gain insight into 

children’s interests, and assess 
their levels of engagement and 
competence

l providing a means of building on 
children’s interests and guiding 
their play and learning through 
enhanced provision

l enabling teachers to follow 
their own agenda rather than 
dealing with constant queries 
and anxieties. While children 
are engaged in meaningful play 
and exploration within areas 
of continuous provision, their 

It is important to provide a range of resources that children can access 
and use independently in the Reception classroom, writes Linda Pound

Space out
CONTINUOUS PROVISION

Continuous provision has wide-ranging benefits for both the teachers and the children



FURTHER 
READING

l Alistair Bryce-Clegg 
(2015). Continuous 
Provision: The 
Skills and (2013) 
Continuous Provision 
in the Early Years. 
Bloomsbury

l Gura, P et al (1992). 
Exploring Learning: 
Young Children and 
Blockplay. Paul 
Chapman

l Elizabeth 
Jarman (2007). 
Communication 
Friendly Spaces. 
Elizabeth Jarman 
Publishing

l Jan White (2015). 
Every Child A Mover. 
Early Education
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l areas of provision are sited 
thoughtfully so that, for example, 
resources such as blocks are 
protected from through traffic, 
coats placed near the door, etc

l resources are labelled clearly and 
stored systematically, enabling 
children to find and put away 
resources easily and reliably

l there is a recognition that learning 
is enhanced when provision is 
echoed across areas of provision 
and learning. For example, the 
addition of relevant books and 
writing materials in all areas will 
support literacy. Mathematical 
learning does not simply happen 
at the maths table but outside, in 
the home corner and block area as 
well. Learning is reinforced when 
children ‘stumble across’ numbers 
on cars and in the writing area and 
home corner, or when they find 
shapes on the duvet cover and sand

l thought is given to systems and 
processes. For example, are 
relevant resources, including 
aprons and mops, stored near the 
water tray? At the snack table, do 

independence, motivation and 
persistence are high.
For children, the benefits include:

l opportunities to follow interests 
and develop skills across broad 
areas of the curriculum

l increased motivation, 
concentration and levels of 
engagement

l the development of shared 
interests and social interaction 
with peers

l time and opportunity to practise 
new skills and develop the 
Characteristics of Effective 
Learning in their focused social or 
individual play and exploration

l self-regulation and independence 
– being able to move or change 
focus in line with personal needs

l a great reduction in time spent 
waiting either to be told what to 
do or to seek reassurance about 
whether you’re doing it ‘right’.

What makes for successful 
continuous provision?
A well-organised learning 
environment is one where:

children know what to do with 
dirty cups? Are cloths available so 
the children can take responsibility 
and act independently? Do 
children know where to put 
finished paintings or models?

l children are given stretches of 
time in which to develop ideas and 
elaborate their play. We may be 
teaching them not to concentrate if 
time is continually broken up into 
short periods. Some interruptions 
are inevitable, but children can be 
helped to deal with these if they are 
warned in advance and if they are 
generally predictable.
Successful provision also depends 

on reflective practitioners who:
l link assessment and planning 

– identifying opportunities for 
adult-led learning, continuous and 
enhanced provision

l recognise the importance of cross-
curricular learning

l are aware of and interested in what 
children are doing in all areas. n

Linda Pound is an early years 
consultant and author

Aim to provide these 
areas and resources:

Book area
l wide range of books – fiction 

and non-fiction, poetry and 
picture books, maps, home-
made books

l story props, puppets, etc for 
featured books

l storage that allows book 
covers to be seen and small 
baskets for collections 
of books – for example, 
favourite author, current topic 
and books on superheroes

l cosy seating
l listening facilities for stories 

and rhymes

Construction area
l wooden blocks. Provide plenty 

– they last forever, support 
collaborative play and are not 
easily mislaid or broken

l small construction materials, 
such as Lego, Duplo, Mobilo 
and Sticklebricks

Creative workshop
l painting materials. Include 

ready-mixed paint at an 

easel as well as resources 
for colour-mixing in palettes. 
There should also be choices 
of paper type, shape and size; 
materials for printing; a range 
of brush types and sizes; and 
a drying rack.

l resources to promote a 
wide variety of expressive 
art exploration, including 
recycled packaging and 
boxes, string, masking tape, 
Sellotape, glue, scissors (that 
actually cut) and collage 
materials, such as fabric, foil, 
wool, feathers and magazines

l woodwork bench – not for the 
faint-hearted but worthwhile 
in terms of challenge and skill

Imaginative play
l small-world play – doll’s 

house, garage, trains, farm 
sets, etc (which may be linked 
to construction materials)

l role-play area. This may be 
for domestic play, real-world 
play such as a shop or garage, 
or imaginative play involving 
princesses or superheroes, 
mermaids or dragons. It is 
sometimes useful to have 

two areas – for example, a 
train station and beach

Investigations (maths and 
science)
l maths resources – number 

lines, dice, timers, etc
l science resources – magnets, 

magnifiers, etc
l games and activities – board 

games, dominoes
l pattern-making materials 

– shells, pegboards, 
geoboards, buttons, etc

Malleable materials
l dough, wet sand and clay
l cookie cutters, baking trays, 

clay tools, containers, etc

Mark-making area (writing 
and graphics)
l paper, card, envelopes; 

unwanted diaries, pens, 
crayons, pencils, etc

l office resources – hole punch, 
stapler, glue sticks, paper 
clips, rulers, etc

l computer or tablets
l stimulus and reference 

materials – alphabets, 
name cards, a 100 square, 

high-frequency words, raffle 
tickets, calendar, clock, cut-
out numbers, pictures, etc

Movement area
l mats and floor space that 

enable children to move – 
dance, roll, stretch, etc

l props to support movement 
– scarves, hoops, etc

l a full-length mirror – to 
help children evaluate their 
movements critically

Music area
l instruments and sound-

makers – home-made or 
commercial

l songbooks and props
l variety of recorded music and 

a means of listening to it

Sand and water
l storage so that children can 

readily choose from a variety 
of resources to support and 
extend their play. This may 
include boats, shells, sieves, 
tubing and containers

l mops, cloths, dustpan and 
brushes, so children can clear 
up spills independently

AREAS OF CONTINUOUS PROVISION
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Clockwise from 
above: exploring 
snails; hands-on 
learning; and keeping 
the environment tidy
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The adult in the photo above is 
doing exactly what is expect-
ed of all the adults in the ear-
ly years at Carterhatch Infant 
School: she is teaching. And 

the school is organised in a way to 
ensure that these teaching opportu-
nities are maximised.

I rarely praise Ofsted, but it 
now provides a welcome defini-
tion of teaching in the early years 
in its School Inspection Handbook. 
As well as making clear that teach-
ing should not ‘imply a “top down” 
or formal’ approach, the definition 
also acknowledges the broad range 
of teaching interactions that occur 
in ‘planned and child-initiated play’, 
including modelling, questioning, 
recalling and setting challenges.

So, in the above photo, the adult is 
teaching by:
l modelling language at a level 

appropriate for each child
l showing the children how the book 

contains information about snails
l explaining what some of the words 

mean
l responding to the children’s 

questions  
l challenging them to look for 

specifi c details on the snails. 

These examples also give an idea 
of the work involved in creating and 
maintaining a truly ‘enabling envi-
ronment’. We aim to provide a learn-
ing space that allows children to be as 
independent as possible and caters for 
as many interests as possible. While 
most of the setting-up is done before 
the children arrive in school (in Sep-
tember), we constantly review and 
reflect on the environment to check 
that it is delivering the deep levels of 
involvement that we wish to see. 

‘Rules’
Governing our enabling environ-
ment is a handful of ‘rules’, to provide 
clear and consistent adult expecta-
tions of children and to achieve, and 
maintain, a calm and purposeful 
atmosphere. So, children are guided 
by these rules: ‘We tidy up an area 
when we have fi nished playing there’; 
‘Indoors we walk and we use quiet 
voices’; ‘We use our words to sort out 
arguments’; ‘When climbing, no-one 
touches anyone’. Helping children 
to meet these expectations is 

Teaching in an enabling environment is exemplifi ed 
at one school in London. By Anna Ephgrave

Lead on

ADULT ROLE

It is estimated that an early years 
practitioner has about 1,000 such 
interactions in a day. If each interac-
tion involves some ‘teaching’, with 
the child making progress as a result, 
then progress over time will be fan-
tastic for the cohort of children. 

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT
The Ofsted defi nition also acknowl-
edges the critical importance of the 
environment in supporting children’s 
learning, noting that teaching ‘takes 
account of the equipment adults pro-
vide and the attention given to the 
physical environment, as well as the 
structure and routines of the day that 
establish expectations’.

What this looks like in practice 
can be seen in the setting where 
good-quality – and clearly cared for – 
musical instruments are labelled and 
set out beautifully on shelves (they 
are actually next to a stage). 

The children looking at the snails 
were able to fi nd a book about snails 
on the book rack in the garden, a 
magnifying glass on the shelf nearby 
and a frying pan to keep the snails in, 
temporarily – they could have select-
ed a bug box, but the frying pan was 
more appealing!

➤



While the 
adults 
constantly 
observe and 
assess the 
children, we 
plan in the 
moment, 
rather than 
plan ahead
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At Carterhatch, while the adults 
constantly observe and assess the 
children, we plan in the moment, 
rather than plan ahead. 

For example, an adult had noticed 
that one of the boys was interested 
in a seed pod (observation) and dis-
covered, through conversation, that 
he didn’t know what it was (assess-
ment). Rather than delaying the 
learning by devising a particular ‘seed 
pod’ activity for a later date (plan-
ning next steps), the adult immedi-
ately explained what the seed pod 
was, showed the child how to break 
it open, supported him in digging a 
hole and planting the seeds. 

Several other children became 
interested in what was happening 
and so lots of children learned from 
this new experience. 

Well-being
Missing from the Ofsted defi nition is 
what we at Carterhatch consider to be 
the most vital aspect of teaching: sup-
porting the well-being of children. We 
recognise how essential well-being is 
to effective learning and that children 
(or, indeed, anyone of any age) are 
unable to become deeply involved 
in learning if they are stressed and 
anxious. We therefore focus on and 
support children’s well-being above 
all else in the induction period and 
beyond to make sure the children feel 
safe, secure, liked, important, valued 
and unique.

Free-fl ow play
With 25 years’ teaching experience, 
I know that the best learning takes 
place when children are able to pur-
sue their own interests in an enabling 
environment, supported by skilful 

adults. This is ‘free-fl ow’ play – where 
children choose what to do and adults 
join them, interact with them and 
move their learning on as a result. So, 
to maximise the teaching opportuni-
ties at Carterhatch, we maximise the 
amount of free-fl ow time in the day. 

The children are absorbed in child-
initiated play from the moment they 
arrive – and the adults are equally 
absorbed with them – until 20 min-
utes before the end of the morning 
or afternoon session. They then tidy 
up and take part in a very short group 
time (including some developmen-
tally appropriate phonics teaching). 
The ‘timetable’, therefore, is very sim-
ple, offering long periods of uninter-
rupted play, during which the adults 
are free to interact (and teach) the 
children. While the children are play-
ing, the adults are not expected to do 
anything apart from teach; they do 
neither focused tasks nor any other 
adult-led activities.  

Record-keeping
We try to keep paperwork to a mini-
mum. We have a system of ‘focus 
children’, and each week we record 
our interactions with ten per cent of 
the children (three in each class). We 
record these interactions on a sheet 
that we call a Learning Journey (see 
example, left). Each entry on these 
sheets contains the complete teaching 
cycle – including observation, teach-
ing and outcome. We keep paperwork 
to a minimum simply because the 
more time we spend writing, the less 
time we spend interacting (teaching), 
so the less progress our children will 
make over time. 

Anna Ephgrave is assistant head 
teacher responsible for the early years 
at Carterhatch Infant School and 
Children’s Centre, London. She is also a 
consultant and author of The Nursery 
Year in Action: Following children’s 
interests through the year and The 
Reception Year in Action: A month-
by-month guide to success in the 
classroom, Routledge

Planting seeds 
(above) and nailing 
bottle tops to a block 
of wood (right)

ADULT ROLE

another important aspect of teach-
ing. Equally clear and consistent are 
the structure and routines of the day, 
outlined in simple visual timetables 
in each room. 

All these strands of teaching within 
a truly enabling environment can be 
seen in the meticulous organisation 
of the resources and the environ-
ment at our setting, and in how the 
children understand, and adhere to, 
the rules: they are talking quietly 
and walking – rather than running – 
around the room, tidying up as they 
go, and resolving disputes without 
any adult input. 

Likewise, the children’s play and 
learning is driven not by an adult 
but by the children’s innate desire 
to learn. They often learn from their 
peers or by trying to complete chal-
lenges that they have set themselves. 
This level of independent learning 
leaves the adults free to interact with 
(that is, teach) children where they 
choose. Adults might be interacting 
with children, but will also be scan-
ning the room, monitoring all areas 
and will be ready to move if they 
notice anything that needs their 
attention. 

PLANNING AND 
ASSESSMENT
Another element of teaching covered 
within the Ofsted defi nition is that of 
planning and assessment, noting that 
practitioners need to assess ‘what chil-
dren know, understand and can do, as 
well as taking account of their inter-
ests and dispositions to learn (Char-
acteristics of Effective Learning), and 
how practitioners use this information 
to plan children’s next steps in learn-
ing and monitor their progress’. 
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Physicality improves 
well-being by 
fostering positive 
attitudes towards the 
world and a desire to 
explore and interact
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The outdoors, with its rich 
possibilities, is much more 
than a means for children 
to ‘let off steam’ or simply 
a change of environment 

for promoting narrow curriculum 
outcomes. Children are biologically 
programmed to move, explore and 
experiment, making outdoor expe-
riences essential for their all-round 
development, health, well-being and 
learning.

Such experiences are all the more 
important in the light of societal 
changes in lifestyles, reduced play 
spaces, increasing technology and 
schooling at younger ages, which 
together are limiting children’s 
chances to play outside.

The outdoors is a unique, deeply 
engaging and special place for chil-
dren. So, the child will not be the 
same outside as when they are within 
four walls. Quiet children may speak 
more, while others may become 

calmer and more focused, especially 
in a natural space. Less structured 
outdoors provides a more relaxing – 
and often more valuable – learning 
environment for many children than 
the classroom.

Outdoor play can deliver elements 
of learning that cannot be achieved 
indoors, and educationalists have for 
centuries highlighted its unique con-
tribution to early learning and devel-
opment – arguments that are backed 
up by recent research.

The potential benefits of outdoor 
play span a child’s physical, cognitive 
and emotional development – though 
only developmentally appropriate 
provision that is both well planned 
and supported by enthusiastic and 
engaged practitioners will deliver 
the full range, and provide for the 
uniqueness of children. 

Experience of the outdoors is not 
sufficient in itself. Making a big dif-
ference to what is learned outdoors 

depends on the aims and focus of the 
experience and how it is facilitated. 
Thus the quality of learning and 
teaching is of paramount importance.

Developmentally appropriate plan-
ning allows children to move freely in 
order to respond to their needs for 
physical activity as well as following 
their interests. 

By capitalising on the potential of 
outdoor learning experiences using 
multi-sensory approaches to engage 
children through their interests, 
practitioners can act as facilitators. 
This encourages children to become 
involved in emotional, physical, aes-
thetic, spiritual and cognitive experi-
ences as part of their learning. 

BENEFITS
Within such an environment, the 
physical and related aspects of a 
child’s development can flourish 
when they are able to practise and 
master skills within their drive for 
movement-rich lives. 

Physicality is also central to well-
being by nurturing positive attitudes 
towards the world and dispositions to 
explore, discover, enquire and inter-
act, which are at the centre of effec-
tive brain functioning and learning. 

In addition, physical development 
is about the emergence of many 
sensory systems, a robust sense of 
self, and an awareness of others, 
objects and things around them. This 
involves learning to co-ordinate the 
body in both large and small ways 
safely and confidently in a very wide 
range of possibilities. Through spon-
taneous movement, the body feeds 
the brain, ensuring good mental 
health while helping thinking, imagi-
nation and cognitive abilities. 

There are health benefits too, with 
outdoor play building children’s 
immune systems and making them 
fitter. Research shows that there is 
a direct correlation between obesity 

Being outdoors provides children with developmental benefits that 
cannot be replicated indoors. Kathryn Solly reveals how to get it right
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l be rich and full of irresistible 
stimuli, contexts for play, 
exploration, talk, plenty of real 
experiences, and contact with the 
natural world and the community

l offer challenge and risk within a 
framework of security and safety

l support inclusion by meeting the 
needs of individuals, through a 
range of play-based experiences. 

Movement experiences
Neuromotor maturity happens when 
the brain successfully integrates the 
senses of motion, vision and hear-
ing via the unified experiences of the 
head, hand and body through move-
ment, control, touch and exploration.

So, it is essential to provide out-
door experiences for children that 
enable them to: 

 swing  turn  spin  roll  rock  
 bounce  slide  move fast  push  
 pull   lift  carry  stretch  hang  
 throw.

Play-based real experiences
With play-based real experiences, 
children learn through their senses. 
Thus they thrive when given plenti-
ful access to stimulating outdoor 
environments and learn best through 
involvement in experiences that are 
open-ended, while adhering to the 
principles of the EYFS. Practitioners 
should build on children’s current 
curiosity and interests via:
l experiences that practitioners 

create and plan for 
l spontaneous activities initiated by 

children 
l natural cyclical opportunities, such 

as the seasons, weather and nature. 
The scope of children’s play will 

be enhanced by adaptable, non-pre-
scriptive resources that can be used in 
imaginative ways. These open-ended 
resources, found in the natural world 
or sourced fairly cheaply, include: 

 various logs, poles, sticks  blocks, 
crates, tyres  sand, water, leaves, 
stones, bark, earth, mud, clay, rock, 
shells  ropes  different coloured, 
textured and sized fabric, tarpaulins  

 mallets, pegs  pulleys  baskets, 
bags, buckets, containers  pipes   
chalks, charcoal, pencils, paints, roll-
ers  gardening/woodworking tools  

 nets, bug pots, magnifiers. n

Kathryn Solly is an early years 
consultant and author of Risk, 
Challenge and Adventure in the 
Early Years. A practical guide to 
exploring and extending learning 
outdoors, Routledge

and lack of time spent outside, while 
movement through exercise helps to 
prevent obesity and type-2 diabetes 
in later life. 

The outdoors is particularly 
powerful in developing elements 
of Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development such as friendship, co-
operation, calm and a sense of ‘being’, 
while children who play outside are 
better able to self-regulate, have few-
er behavioural problems and strong-
er language skills. Communication 
skills can also flourish outdoors, with 
research showing that children use 
five times as many words when they 
play outdoors. 

Equally significant is the extent to 
which a well-planned outdoor envi-
ronment can act as a rich stimulus 
for creative thinking and learning, 
affording opportunities for challenge, 
enquiry, critical thinking, reflection 
and problem-solving. 

The multi-sensory experience 
outdoors helps children to gain and 
retain knowledge more effectively, 
while making connections experien-
tially with the real world outside the 
classroom helps to develop children’s 
skills, knowledge and understanding 
of the natural and man-made worlds. 

Research demonstrates that missed 
learning opportunities during ‘sensi-
tive’ periods of a child’s development 
can to some extent be reversed by the 
outdoors. There is no proof, however, 
that ‘hot housing’ helps development. 

PLANNING
However well designed a building is, it 
cannot deliver all these multi-dimen-
sional and sensory benefits. Thus out-
doors requires similar resources and 
planning to the indoors. 

Complementary
Outdoor play is most significant 
when complementary to indoor pro-
vision. Ideally, both environments are 

available simultaneously to children 
so they choose between the spaces via 
free-flow provision. 

Outdoor learning experiences 
should also complement each other 
and form a progressive and coherent 
range of experiences. 

The adult role
To plan and support outdoor learn-
ing effectively, practitioners need to 
understand fully: 
l child development, interests, 

schemas, dispositions, strengths 
and individual pace

l how outdoor experiences will 
benefit the child

l the need for children to have long 
periods of time outside, knowing 
that they can be outside every day, 
when they want to, and that they 
can develop their play over time. 
Teaching outside is a balancing act 

as practitioners must value its diver-
sity, and its novel, experiential and 
holistic qualities. Outside has to be 
organised to allow it to impact differ-
ently on each child. 

A high level of child involvement 
will occur if the children’s needs and 
interests are met. This provides prac-
titioners time for longer interactions, 
careful observation and future plan-
ning for children.

Practitioners need to consider:
l what they want children to learn
l what words and questions they 

might use
l what reactions/responses they 

might get
l what resources they will provide.

WHAT TO PLAN FOR
Core elements
While the provision of such core ele-
ments as a home corner, sand, water, 
mud and places to climb, swing, run 
and balance outside are crucial, it is 
not important to have mathematics/
literacy areas outside as these aspects 
of learning can be covered wherever 
they are most applicable.

Larger-scale provision
The outdoors area must be well 
designed and organised, giving 
opportunities on a larger scale and 
the allowance for creative untidiness. 
So, the outdoors should:
l offer children what indoors cannot 

by complementing and extending 
provision indoors on a larger scale

l be dynamic, flexible and versatile, 
allowing children to choose,  
create, change and be in charge of 
their play
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Play is crucial to self-regulation, which in turn is key to how well we learn
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It is now well established in 
research (Bronson 2010, White-
bread 2012) and practice that a 
major determinant of children’s 
success as learners is their abil-

ity to self-regulate. As a result, self-
regulation has emerged as a major 
strand of the Newham Reception 
Innovation Project, in which a group 
of east London school leaders is 
seeking to ‘maximise pupil progress 
through play-based learning in 
Reception classes’.

Emotional self-regulation con-
cerns having positive feelings about 
oneself as a learner, a sense of well-
being, and the ability to manage one’s 
feelings and behaviour. Cognitive 
self-regulation is built on positive dis-
positions to learning plus awareness 
and control of one’s own thinking.

The importance of self-regulation 
– and what we know about it – lies 
at the heart of the Characteristics of 
Effective Learning within the EYFS: 
Playing and exploring –  

young children in Reception cannot 
meet all the early learning goals but 
are still good learners. It is therefore 
vital for them to have the chance to 
demonstrate their skills and for prac-
titioners to recognise the importance 
of the characteristics in action. 

As Froebel said all those years ago, 
‘Play is the work of the child’, and as 
Helen Huleatt of Community Play-
things reminds us, ‘He was counter- 
cultural in his day, vehemently pro-
testing the “stamping process” of an 
educational system in which children 
were forced into a mould instead of 
being valued and nurtured as indi-
viduals. Our results-driven system is 
not fundamentally different.’

The formal behaviourist approach 
where all learning is shaped by the 
teacher, as in the direct instruction 
pre-schools of the High Scope evalu-
ation (Schweinhart and Weikart, 
1997), has no long-term impact on 
the aspects of life that help us sustain 
our long-term learning, loving and 
earning power. 

Concentrating in the early years 
on how children learn by support-
ing their well-being and learning 
strategies enables them to be more 
self-reliant active learners who can 
exercise control over their own lives. 
If we concentrate on what, rather 
than how, children learn, any short-
term gain soon wears off and these 
children are then left with insuffi-
cient emotional and cognitive 

Play and self-regulation go hand in hand on the road to effective learning, finds Helen Moylett

In character
SELF-REGULATION

engagement: Finding out and 
exploring; playing with what they 
know; being willing to ‘have a go’
Active learning – motivation: 
Being involved and concentrating; 
keeping trying; enjoying achieving 
what they set out to do
Creating and thinking critically – 
thinking: Having their own ideas; 
making links; choosing ways to  
do things.

Children are born playful and curi-
ous and need time and space to devel-
op and learn through their natural 
desires to engage with other people 
and the environment in which they 
live. ‘Playing and exploring’, ‘Active 
learning’ and ‘Creating and thinking 
critically’, underpinned by deep lev-
els of well-being, combine to produce 
emotionally intelligent learners. 

Respect for children as active, play-
ful learners may seem at odds with 
the idea of early learning goals and 
setting out what children will learn 
by the time they are aged five. Many 
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should not think only in terms of the 
characteristics of effective learning 
but also the characteristics of effec-
tive pedagogy and what these might 
mean for adults working with young 
children.’

Pretend play has an important role 
– expressed in the Characteristics of 
Effective Learning as ‘playing with 
what they know’. This sort of play 
marks a move to a higher level of 
thinking and connects to logical and 
abstract thought – all very important 
in becoming a good learner.

Practitioners working on the Cam-
bridgeshire Independent Learning 
project found three- to five-year-
olds demonstrated metacognitive 
and self-regulatory abilities during 
playful activities, particularly in con-
structional and pretend play (White-
bread et al, 2007). Whitebread and 
O’Sullivan’s (2012) study of complex 
social pretend play reviewed exten-
sive self-regulatory opportunities 
within this kind of play. It found 
children guide the play narrative for-
ward either in character (‘Oh dear, 
the baby’s crying!’) or by stepping 
momentarily out of character (‘OK, 
you pretend you’re the baby and 
you’re crying because you’re upset’).

Whitebread (2013) reminds us of 
the crucial importance of the adult 
role, ‘This is perhaps the most sophis-
ticated type of play in which young 
children engage, and one that many 
children struggle to perform well. As 
such, it is a prime example of where 
a skilful adult can participate, taking 
on some of the regulatory role, and if 
they are able to sensitively withdraw 
as the children become more compe-
tent, it can be an excellent vehicle to 
support a range of linguistic and self-
regulation abilities.’ n

Helen Moylett is a consultant on the 
Newham Reception Innovation Project 
and edited The Characteristics of 
Effective Learning, Open University 
Press. To fi nd out more about the 
Newham project, email: kate.fallan@
kaizen.newham.sch.uk

Focusing on how 
children learn leads 
to better outcomes

SELF-REGULATION

self-regulation resources to manage 
their lives successfully (CfBT, 2010).

It was the concentration on how 
we learn that ensured the High Scope 
children were more likely to go to col-
lege, rather than fi lling them up with 
knowledge that is soon forgotten. 

This concern about play and the 
foolishness involved in expecting 
children to be good learners if we 
ignore their interests and desires 
has informed the development of 
the Newham Reception Innovation 
Project (see box).

ADULT ROLE
An overarching theme of the New-
ham case studies will be the adult role 
– how all adults based in Reception 
classes can help children to play and 
learn well through the positive rela-
tionships and enabling environments 
they provide. 

As Rogers (2013) reminds us, ‘We 

Last summer, a group of 
Newham head teachers 
and early years leaders 
were becoming increasingly 
uneasy about whether they 
were really encouraging 
children in Reception to be 
independent active learners. 

One concern was that EYFS 
practice in Reception could 
become less play-based than 
it should be if schools felt 
pushed into having children 
learn for a short-term gain. 

All these leaders believe 
children are entitled to 
become good learners 
whatever their circumstances 
and that the best early 
years pedagogy rests on 
a deep understanding of 
child development and the 
characteristics of eff ective 
early learning. The big 
question was how to bridge 
the gap between these 
convictions and the 
everyday practice and lived 
experience of the children in 
their schools.

Reception-class colleagues 
all professed to understand 
the power of play, but there 
was growing evidence 
to indicate that in some 
schools the value of play was 
becoming misunderstood. In 

response, the leaders applied 
for funding from the Local 
Authority Innovation Fund 
and set up a project with 
the aim of ‘maximising pupil 
progress, through play-based 
learning in reception classes, 
by developing: eff ective EYFS 
leadership skills, and the 
necessary skills, knowledge 
and understanding 
of teachers and other 
Reception-based adults’.

This approach recognises 
the crucial role of both vision 
and infl uence in leadership. 
Participants are working on 
their own leadership skills 
in order to support their 
colleagues successfully 
in changing their practice. 
Some of the questions being 
addressed are: 
l What does an EY leader 

really need to know?
l How do areas of provision 

enable children to 
progress?

l How does an EY leader 
need to monitor and 
professionally develop their 
staff ?
A key feature of the project 

is peer learning and regular 
meetings of leaders to share 
ongoing work combined 
with a visit to the early years 
classes.

The fi rst meeting helped 
to share an understanding of 
excellent Reception practice 
and led to a simple audit 
of provision in each school 
based on the Characteristics 
of Eff ective Learning. 

Schools were starting 
from diff erent places and 
have varying levels of staff  
experience and expertise, 
but all are working on making 
practice and provision 
more playful. There are 
also emerging themes of 
developing staff ’s early 
language interaction skills, 
the power of imaginative 
play and following children’s 
interests. 

Taking part are Kaizen, 
Sir John Heron, Earlham, 
Gainsborough and North 
Beckton Primary Schools, 
Woodgrange Infant School 
and SEBD school Eleanor 
Smith. 

THE NEWHAM RECEPTION INNOVATION PROJECT
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I have been the head teacher of a 
primary school with nursery for 
over a decade. During that time 
it has transformed from being 
in special measures to become 

an Outstanding teaching school and 
educational research centre. 

Throughout my leadership, I have 
been inspired by the principles of two 
research studies that I have partici-
pated in, both as insider researcher 
and author. The ethos of ‘learning 
without limits’ is underpinned by the 
core principles of:
l trust (every child and adult is 

trusted to learn);
l co-agency (children and teachers 

recognise the power of working 
together); and

l inclusion (every individual 
matters).
These principles apply equally to 

children and adults. When our school 
was studied for Creating Learning 
Without Limits (2012), we uncovered 
seven key dispositions for leadership 
and learning. These enable a culture 
of opportunity and refuse to set a lim-
it on what may be achieved. 

This ethos provides the back-
ground for pedagogy, curriculum 
and assessment in our school and has 
enabled many children (and adults) 
to achieve beyond expectations. 

‘Learning without limits’ aligns 
with every child’s natural intrinsic 
motivation to explore, find out and 
connect. Instead of labelling children, 
or narrowing the curriculum in pur-
suit of ‘standards’, the school offers a 
rich breadth of curriculum experience. 

From the earliest days, we active-
ly listen to children and encourage 
them to talk about their learning. The 
children’s developing sense of agency 
enables them to become advocates, 
within their family, for learning that 
is not driven by external rewards such 
as sticker charts, grades or numbers. 

DISPOSITIONS FOR 
LEADERSHIP
Every school and early years setting is 
different because it is a social organi-
sation impacted by the leadership 
relationships that are established. 
When our school was the focus of 
longitudinal research, we found con-
sistent behaviours or dispositions 
that enabled opportunity for all. 

The seven dispositions are divided 
into three areas; intellectual, affec-
tive and social. They apply equally to 
leadership of teachers and children. 
Each relates to an approach to learn-
ing that resists labelling by so-called 
‘ability’ and does not set limits. 

The intellectual domain:
l openness
l questioning
l inventiveness

The intellectual domain offers a 
culture that is always open to possi-
bility. This is the kind of thinking that 
readily builds on the imagination of 
play. When early years colleagues 
play alongside children, they are 
open to literally playing with ideas as 
stories, and actions develop. Within 
play, inventiveness abounds and 
every thing is open to question. 

Within our early years classes, we 
constantly strive to provide opportu-
nities for the children to explore and 
experience challenge. Last week, Pria 
joined other children playing with 
percussion instruments in the Foun-
dation Stage garden. She took control 
of the play and began to conduct her 
orchestra. The musicians responded 
and this extended to an impromptu 
concert at carpet time, conducted by 
Pria with 15 children and the teacher 
delightedly following her lead.

The affective domain:
l persistence
l stability

We seek to create an emotionally 
secure experience for every child. 
Social development and interaction is 
fundamentally important in the early 
years and is central to enabling every 
child to flourish. The dispositions 
of persistence and stability apply to 
leadership of teachers, reminding 
them that we can never give up on 
a child and that consistently high 
expectations create an exciting learn-
ing environment. 

Through co-agency, if children and 
adults build trust and listen to each 
other within a dynamic environment 
open to opportunity, amazing things 
happen. 

Within our school, some children 
who have started nursery with special 
educational needs or a disability have 
often gone on to achieve very highly 
in a wide range of areas. In a culture 
where no-one gives up on anybody 
else and where emotional stabil-
ity enables risk-taking, we achieve so 
much more. 

In Creating Learning Without Lim-
its, we describe a case study of a child 
we named ‘Miles’, who we brought 
into nursery early because of his 
profound needs. Years later, Miles  
is now at secondary school and is 

Learning without limits in the early years relies on 
creating opportunity for all. By Dame Alison Peacock

Without 
limits

INCLUSION

Behaviours that 
enable opportunity 
for all are divided 
into three areas: 
intellectual, affective 
and social

Within play, 
inventiveness 
abounds and 
every thing 
is open to 
question
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a generous view that seeks to find 
positive ways forward. This quality is 
needed if we are to resist the tempta-
tion to label children. It can be much 
easier to point to deficit than to con-
stantly strive to see flickering sparks 
of hope.

HOW CAN WE BE INCLUSIVE 
OF EVERY CHILD?
Genuine inclusion is about under-
standing the individual needs of 
every child and family while enabling 
them to become highly valued mem-
bers of the collective group. 

We liaise closely with outside 
agencies and all those who may be 
working with a child to support their 
needs; but we also ensure that no 
child ever becomes defined by their 
special educational need. 

FINDING A WAY THROUGH
The most important aspect of a 
‘learning without limits’ ethos is to 
take responsibility for ‘finding a way 
through’ for every child. If the child 
is finding any aspect of learning dif-
ficult, then it is our responsibility 
to think collectively about how we 
might help them.

Often this may take time, but there 

thriving intellectually, emotionally 
and socially. 

His success is a result of home and 
school working in partnership, but is 
fundamentally due to his own resil-
ience and persistence within schools 
where no-one has closed the door to 
the possibility of future success.

The social domain:
l generosity
l empathy

How do we help children to build 
relationships, to share and to under-
stand the feelings of others? The 
importance of individuality, respect 
for every child and a good relation-
ship between home and school is cru-
cial. This is another area that we work 
hard to develop as we need to provide 
a space for children to be understood, 
to begin to know their own feelings 
and also to understand others. 

We are working with a new initia-
tive, EmpathyLab, piloting ways of 
building empathy and ultimately an 
awareness of social justice, through 
high-quality literature and story. 

The disposition of generosity is 
crucial. If we believe that essentially 
people are good but may have diffi-
culty in showing this, we need to offer 

is always something that will become 
a breakthrough. 

One of our children with Down’s 
Syndrome began emergent writing 
and drawing in Year One, but at the 
beginning of Year Two she found the 
transition to a new class difficult and 
stopped writing. It took us a term and 
a half until we finally found a way to 
inspire Annie to begin writing again. 

How did we achieve this finally? 
One day we decided to ask Annie if 
she would like a visit in school from 
Peggy, a chocolate Labrador owned 
by one of our staff. The prospect of a 
visit by Peggy was the spur that Annie 
needed to begin writing again. 

She worked with Hannah, her 
teaching assistant, to compose an 
invitation and the very next day when 
Annie arrived in school, there was 
a written reply from Peggy’s owner 
saying she would be in Year Two 
that afternoon. From that exciting 
moment onwards, Annie began join-
ing in with writing in class. 

There is no magic wand in these 
situations, but the leadership dispo-
sitions outlined above clearly help us 
to resist giving up.

THE ENVIRONMENT  
AS ENABLER
We encourage every adult in the 
Foundation Stage environment to 
see themselves as leaders of learning 
at all times, whether they are help-
ing to build a den or reading a story.  
The environment in which we learn, 
both indoors and outdoors, reinforc-
es and extends a culture of ideas and 
opportunity. 

Our Foundation Stage garden 
includes spaces for quiet, small-
world fantasy play, woodland areas, 
tools for investigation and enquiry, 
room to run, leap and so much more. 
A well-organised environment sup-
ports growing independence and 
provides a constant supply of irresist-
ible resources for play. 

PREPARE TO BE SURPRISED
In summary, when we welcome chil-
dren to an early years setting where 
our expectation is that they will be 
able to surprise and delight us with 
what they may achieve, we offer an 
opportunity that is truly ambitious 
for all. n

Dame Alison Peacock is head 
teacher of The Wroxham School and 
Educational Research Centre, Potters 
Bar, Hertfordshire, www.thewroxham.
org.uk @alisonmpeacock 
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The children at Luing 
Primary School dug 
holes and explored 
gravity with water 
and guttering
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Luing Primary School is 
based on the Atlantic island 
of Luing, off the west coast 
of Scotland. Formerly a tra-
ditional island school with 

desks and named places for each 
child, the children entered this world 
of education at Primary 1 (aged five) 
and stayed until the end of Primary 7.

When I became head teacher in 
2008, I used the summer break to 
create the blank canvas that I wanted. 
Skips were sourced and out went the 
past – the tables, the chairs and the 
named trays – and in came Com-
munity Playthings unit and hollow 
blocks, as well as lots of paint, clay 
and material. I spent my summer in 
anticipation of the teachers’ faces at 
the start of term.

I’ll never forget the horror that 
greeted me on that first day. I was as 
welcome as the plague, and my wings 
were soon clipped by the staff ’s lack 
of enthusiasm and mutinous whis-
pers about my new approach. 

Most significantly, my transforma-
tion included setting up a nursery, 
making the school the first three-
to-12 setting in Argyll. The nursery, 
with five three- and four-year-olds, 
was the key to transforming every-
one’s experiences at the school – both 
staff and children’s.

I was seated at my office computer 
when Angus, then just three, came for 
his first visit. His mum said, ‘This is 
the headmaster!’ He climbed up on to 
my swivel chair beside me and said, 
‘What are we going to do now, then?’ 

His awe and wonder of the world 
around him, his inability to recog-
nise the impossible, brought me back 
from the brink of despair. Here I had 
a child that had not experienced the 
treadmill of education and believed 
he was on the threshold of an amaz-
ing adventure. Can we as managers 

allow the awe and wonder of children 
to railroad the preconceived ideas 
and expectations of staff ? What is 
more important: creativity or the 
grasp of a pencil?

Curriculum for Excellence arrived 
in Scottish settings in time to safe-
guard and value the learning and 
creative potential of children. In this 
open-ended framework, the Scottish 
government refused to be prescrip-
tive, so freeing us from a ticksheet 
culture in curriculum planning and 
assessment. We are expected to give 
children the opportunity to develop 
their inner genius and we are not 
allowed to stand in the way. 

We had to revisit child develop-
ment, attachment, divergent think-
ing, aesthetic experiences and 
individuality. Every experience we 
created was monitored and justified 
against the seven principles of Per-
sonalisation and Choice, Relevance, 
Coherence, Challenge and Enjoy-
ment, Breadth, Depth, and Progres-
sion. The days of ‘doing the Vikings’ 
from a topic box were over. 

WRIGGLE ROOM
As I wandered round the school site 
one Monday morning with my qual-

ity improvement officer (QIO), Angus 
came over and tugged at my trouser 
leg. He had an idea hatching, a vision 
of where he wanted to be, and he 
couldn’t wait for this suited stranger 
to leave before implementing it. 

I knelt to his eye level and he stat-
ed, ‘I want to be a worm.’ In my head, 
I did an instant stocktake of brown 
paint and crepe paper and calmly 
asked, under the gaze of the QIO, 
‘What do you need, Angus?’ I was 
deflated when he asked for a digger, 
having just walked my boss through a 
display of spades and shovels, show-
ing how I had developed the chil-
dren’s independence – and here was 
a child seemingly unable to access the 
simplest of resources. 

My disappointment must have 
shown as Angus read the signal 
and said, ‘Can I go and get a digger 
myself?’ We watched him walk into 
the school, kick off his welly boots 
and march up to 12-year-old Jamie, 
who was in the middle of a teacher-
directed maths lesson. ‘Mr Glen-Lee 
said you have to dig me a hole,’ he 
announced. 

A couple of hours later, I could hear 
the excitement rising and an exhaust-

What can we learn from a remote island school – and four-year-old 
Angus? Lots, explains head teacher Stephen Glen-Lee

‘I want to 
be a worm’

CREATIVITY
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hatching
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to the older children instead. They 
introduced him to gravity through 
simple and accessible explanations 
and instinctively set up formative 
assessment opportunities to monitor 
and track the learning. 

Angus did question why I had 
sourced googly eyes and was puz-
zled that I would think worms had 
eyes like that. ‘Anyway, we’re done 
learning worms. We’ve moved on to 
gravity,’ he added, as if giving me per-
mission to play with my craft materi-
als as long as I didn’t get in the way. 

What is the role of the early years 
practitioner? Is it to rein in children? 
Is it to limit the expansion of impos-
sible thought? Is it to get children 
to conform, sit in a group, to make 
things rhyme, to write their name? 

Angus had no interest in writ-
ing his name. In fact, he struggled 
to understand why we were indoors 
most of the time. He was very clear 
that he was a farmer, scientist, singer, 
fairy, dancer, meteorologist, politi-
cian and worm, and that everything 
he needed to learn was outside. 

NATURAL TEACHERS
As professionals, we realised that our 
biggest resource was the older chil-
dren. They were natural teachers and 
were skilled in simplifying complex 
concepts and allowing the three- and 
four-year-olds to own them. They 
were consolidating their own learn-
ing, contextualising division and 
equations, while working in a beauti-
ful, empathising way. Are our nursery 
children missing out when in single-
age groups with an adult leader? 

By the age of ten, Angus and his 
pals had convinced me that home-
work did not fit with my principles 
and therefore should be banned; 
convinced the Church of Scotland 
minister of the irrelevance of church 
at Christmas and moved the nativity 
to a cowshed; successfully fought to 
keep their school open by writing to 
the Prime Minister and posing for the 
national press; and called the United 
Nations and asked who to speak to 
for World Peace. There was no con-
cept of the impossible. 

Angus’s family left the island when 
he was ten. He attended a large pri-
mary school with his name on the 
desk. Before the end of his first term, 
a psychologist was assessing him for 
his behaviour. His parents wanted an 
explanation as to why I hadn’t picked 
up on Angus’s problems. Had we 
done Angus an injustice? I didn’t ever 
see a problem. I saw a genius. n

ed Jamie appeared at my door. I fol-
lowed him to find Angus standing in 
a hole up to his chest, wriggling. This 
wasn’t for comedy value. Angus was 
fully alive. He needed to know what 
it was to be a worm. He had no inter-
est in the archeological significance 
of where he was excavating. 

Angus’s wormhole was popular but 
not for sharing. When I returned to 
school on the Wednesday, every nurs-
ery child had a wormhole and Angus 
was leading the learning. The curric-
ulum for the whole school had been 
transformed. Three- to 12-year-olds 
were working as teams with one four-
year-old in a hard hat co-ordinating. 

The children were co-operating; 
they were studying insects, they were 
looking at artefacts and researching 
what was on the site previously; they 
were measuring the volume of soil, 
the types of soil – they had a geologist 
identifying rocks. It was a curriculum 
like no other. I still had hopes of crepe 
paper and googly eyes on cardboard 
spirals, but it didn’t happen. 

It rained. I came into school to 
find six very deep ponds and Angus 
assessing the damage. I also had a 
cleaner too frightened to leave the 

building after dark in case she fell 
into a hole.

Angus very quickly took action and 
had all the holes filled in (except his 
own, which posed additional learning 
opportunities). He worked tirelessly 
gathering stones to build a risk-
assessed wall. He took the cleaner 
and taught her the right foot shuffle 
so she could keep safe, and then he 
tackled the water. 

Angus got his dad to deliver gutter-
ing to the school and he lined it up to 
channel the muddy water away from 
the wormhole. He then enlisted the 
help of a volunteer to start decant-
ing the water from the hole. He fully 
expected the water to travel up the 
guttering and couldn’t have been 
more shocked when it careered down 
and into the classroom. Angus was 
oblivious to the older children crying 
with loving laughter as the nursery 
children repeatedly tried to get the 
slurry to defy gravity. Angus eventu-
ally asked, ‘Why?’ 

IMPOSSIBLE THOUGHT
Having evaluated the value of the 
people in his learning community, 
Angus didn’t ask a teacher but went 

MORE 
INFORMATION 

l www.luing.argyll-
bute.sch.uk

l www.education
scotland.gov.uk/
learningand 
teaching/
thecurriculum/
whatiscurriculumfor 
excellence
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Meeting the emotional and learning needs of the unique child

Part one  
Child development:  
theory and practice
By Julia Manning-Morton, an independent consultant, trainer and author (www.key-times.co.uk/

profiles/). She specialises in practice and provision that meets the needs of children under three 

and is an expert on the personal, social and emotional well-being of children and practitioners. 

Her publications include Two-Year-Olds In Early Years Settings: Journeys Of Discovery (2015) and 

Exploring Well-being in the Early Years (2014)

through observed learning. 

This perspective also includes 

'behaviourist' theories which 

focus on children's observed 

behaviours and how adults can 

make changes in the environment 

to influence them. Using tools 

such as 'star charts' reflects this 

theoretical perspective.

The interactionist 
perspective
Interactionist theories believe that 

a child's learning is an interaction 

between the developing child 

and the environment. This 

perspective includes the 

importance of genetic make-

up, but emphasises how 

children build on their biological 

inheritance through their 

experience. 
Interactionists also emphasise 

that children are active in their 

development and learning; 

that they construct their own 

knowledge and understanding 

about things. These are 

called constructivist or social-

constructivist theories.

Key theorists
Jean Piaget: Piaget's 

constructivist theory identified 

that children do not passively 

soak up information, they are 

active learners, using hands-on 

experience and what they know 

already to try to make sense of 

the world. In the process of trying 

out their ideas, children construct 

more sophisticated levels of 

knowledge. 
Piaget discussed cognitive 

development, but he also 

took account of the biological 

sequences of development and 

believed that children go through 

stages in their development, each 

of which have different ways of 

processing thought. 

Lev Vygotsky: While seeing 

children as actively involved in 

constructing their knowledge, 

Vygotsky's constructivist 

theory also emphasises the 

social context in which it takes 

place. This is called social 

constructivism; that children 

construct their knowledge 

according to the culture in which 

they grow up.

Jerome Bruner and 

Barbara Rogoff also use a 

social constructivist perspective 

to emphasise the role of the adult 

in children's learning.  

Urie Bronfenbrenner believes 

that development and learning 

are not limited to the individual 

child's biology or immediate 

experiences, but are also 

affected by the wider social and 

political world. This is called an 

ecological systems model of 

development. 

 
Judy Dunn looks 

at children's social 

development in 

the context of 

their family and 

culture.

John Bowlby and 

Donald 
Winnicott: From 

a psychoanalytic 

perspective, 

Bowlby and 

Winnicott were 

interested in how 

personality is 

shaped by childhood 

experiences and how 

behaviour is activated 

by unconscious 

thoughts as well as conscious 

ones. They emphasised the 

influence of children's care 

experiences on their sense of self 

and understanding of others.

HoW Do yoU LeaRn 

aBoUT cHiLDRen's 

DeVeLoPmenT?

observation
Observation means watching 

and listening to children closely, 

in a purposeful and focused way, 

recording the information and 

then analysing it to make sense 

of what you have observed. This 

is your key tool for understanding 

an individual child's growth, 

development and learning.

Developing your skills of 

observation is one of the most 

important parts of your training 

and development as an early 

years practitioner. Through 

careful observation, you can:

l get to know each child as an 

individual

l understand each child's 

development

l think about each child's 

particular styles of play and 

learning, their interests and 

strengths 

l think about how to support 

children's needs and extend 

their learning

l gather information to share with 

parents, and show how you 

value parents' observations of 

their children

l gain an understanding of how 

children experience life in the 

setting.
There are many different ways 

of recording observations of 

children which can be useful 

for different purposes. The 

case studies in the following 

articles in this 12-part series 

will use narrative approaches to 

observation, which record what is 

seen and heard as it is observed.

Reading
To extend your knowledge of 

developmental theory, you need 

to read. Starting with magazine 

articles such as this is great, 

but you then need to look at the 

suggested books at the end of 

articles and read further and in 

more depth. 
If you are a student on a 

course, your tutor will suggest 

books for you. If not, your 

manager/mentor/colleagues 

will be able to recommend and 

maybe even lend you reading 

that they have found useful. Most 

effective settings will have a set 

of books in the staff area that you 

can borrow.
Develop a reading habit; this 

is as important for qualified and 

experienced practitioners as it 

is for newcomers to the field. 

Having a regular time and reading 

little and often seems to work for 

a lot of people.

Talking to colleagues, 

parents and children

To better understand your 

observations and to learn more 

about an individual child or 

child development in general, 

you need to talk to parents and 

colleagues. 
You will then benefit from 

their different perspectives, 

maybe seeing things you might 

have missed, understanding an 

aspect of behaviour or learning 

differently to you or agreeing with 

your analysis and confirming your 

ideas.
Of course the other people 

to talk to are the children! 

Looking at photos, pictures or 

models together gives children 

the opportunity to explain and 

to think more about what they 

are doing and gives you the 

opportunity to gain more insight 

into the child's world. 

What a privilege!
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The Government’s commit-
ment to fund a free education 
place for the 40 per cent least 
advantaged two-year-olds in 
England – some 260,000 

children – has left local authorities 
searching widely for settings that 
might provide these places. In some 
cases, they are looking to schools to 
develop provision for this age group. 

Schools, though, should be under 
no illusion that supporting the learn-
ing and development of two-year-
olds is an easy undertaking, requiring 
only a simplified version of the cur-
riculum for older children. 

In fact, such a top-down approach 
will only set off a chain reaction of 
problems: inappropriate expecta-
tions and practices, such as large and 
prolonged circle times or children 
being sat at tables to concentrate, will 
result in challenging behaviours that 
confirm practitioners’ negative view 
of two-year-olds, which will give the 
children a negative view of them-
selves because they are continually 
frustrated and in trouble.

The importance of developing 
effective, high-quality provision for 

two-year-olds cannot be over-empha-
sised. While children with secure, 
nurturing home lives may survive 
poor-quality provision without a neg-
ative effect on their outcomes, those 
with difficult life experiences will not. 

Attending a setting that does not 
provide secure, warm and consist-
ent care through effective key person 
relationships and lots of interesting, 
hands-on, active play, or fails to give 
skilled support and advice to families, 
is a double whammy of disadvantage.

What I aim to do here is set out key 
aspects of a two-year-old’s develop-
ment and suggest schools are guided 
by a new set of 3Rs when planning 
their provision, that is (see box): 
l relationships
l routines; and
l reflective, knowledgeable practice 

KEY THINGS TO KNOW 
ABOUT TWO-YEAR-OLDS
‘I am two!’
l Two-year-olds are not just more 

active babies, neither are they less 
able three-year-olds; they are two! 

l Developmental changes are very 
rapid at this age; a child who is just 

With more two-year-olds heading for a school-based 
setting, Julia Manning-Morton offers some starting 
points for effectively meeting this age group’s needs

The 3Rs
TWO-YEAR-OLDS

The ‘3Rs’ for twos 
are relationships, 
routines and 
reflective practice
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RELATIONSHIPS, ROUTINES, REFLECTION

The three overarching 
aspects of provision for 
two-year-olds are:

Relationships
Establishing an effective key 
person approach that offers 
children consistency of care 
and continuity of experience 
between home and setting is 
essential. To be effective, a key 
person must be able to:
l tune in to the communications 

and emotional needs of very 
young children and offer 
sensitive responses and 
support

l communicate well 
with children and other 

professionals and colleagues
l build mutually respectful and 

trusting relationships, and 
work closely with parents. 

Routines (or hidden 
curriculum)
Two-year-olds are developing 
their self-concept and 
understand a lot of what adults 
think about them through the 
non-verbal communications 
of touch, gesture and facial 
expression. They also spend 
a lot of time being physically 
handled by adults in care 
routines, when they are learning 
a lot about themselves, others 
and relationships.

This means that curriculum 
planning must be holistic, 
covering all the child’s 
experiences, and include:
l how two-year-olds are 

greeted on arrival and are 
helped to settle in to the day

l how snack and mealtimes are 
organised to be an enjoyable 
social experience

l how washing, changing and 
dressing cater for emotional 
and physical dependence 
but still facilitate growing 
independence and autonomy

l how there is consistency of 
experience by having the key 
person carry out intimate care 
routines most of the time

l how the structure of the day 
is predictable but flexible 
enough for children’s needs 
and interests to be met. 
Adult-imposed changes in 
environment and activity 
should be minimal

l how the transitions between 
aspects of the day are 
managed so children are 
given advanced warning, an 
element of choice and are 
involved. For example, ‘When 
we have finished eating tea, 
it will be time to get ready to 
go home’

l how children and families are 
supported in reuniting at the 
end of a session

two is very different from a child 
who is nearly three. 

l Two-year-olds share a common 
characteristic of emotional and 
behavioural changeability, veering 
between apparently opposite states.

‘My parent knows me best’
By two, children will have developed 
distinct styles in their approach to 
life, learning and other people. They 
will also have already absorbed a 
huge amount of understanding about 
what is expected of them according to 
their family position and culture. 



At two, many 
children 
have to cope 
with major 
changes in 
their lives 
over which 
they have no 
control
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l regular consultation meetings
l involvement of parents in 

collecting and commenting upon 
observations and assessments.

‘I have to feel secure’
Knowing that there is a particular 
person who thinks about them, looks 
out for them and helps them when 
they are struggling is crucial to a two-
year-old’s well-being: in early years 
settings, this is the ‘key person’ – a 
statutory role under the EYFS. 

Also central to a two-year-old’s 
developing sense of self and under-
standing of relationships is exploring 
the balance between dependence and 
independence. By responding sen-
sitively to a child’s changing needs 
for comfort and reassurance and for 
exploration and independence, the 
key person helps them to develop a 
feeling of safety and trust while being 
outgoing and competent.
l Two-year-olds should have 

continuity and consistency of 
relationships with a key person 
and with their peer group.

l The key person is responsible 
for building a close, trusting 
relationship with the child. This 
is underpinned by the key person 
spending focused time with 
their key children, particularly at 
physical care times.

l Two-year-olds need gradual 
introductions to a new group or 
setting over a prolonged period 
that suits the child and their family.

l Daily changes of group, 
environment and practitioners 
should be kept to a minimum.

l Routines, environment and play 
opportunities should balance the 
new, exciting and challenging with 
the familiar, safe and secure.
At two, many children have to cope 

with major changes in their lives over 
which they have no control. Many 
who start attending a setting will be 
separating from their parents/carers 
for longer periods for the first time. 
Many will have a new baby in their 
family. Some will move house, and a 
few will even move family. 

These experiences are perplexing 
and stressful to a two-year-old, partic-
ularly if they are given no explanation 
of why these things are happening. If 
practitioners consider this, they will 
understand the tantrums that two-
year-olds can have. 

The unpredictability of their lives 
also means two-year-olds often have 
routines or rituals that give them 
some measure of control over their 
immediate world and help them 
to manage scary situations. These 
rituals need to be honoured and the 
child’s fears met with sympathy and 
understanding.

‘I’m learning about who I am 
and how other people work’
Learning about who they are, their 
capabilities and how they are the 
same and different to others is a 
central focus for two-year-olds. Prac-
titioners’ different responses and 
expectations of children according to 
their gender, ethnicity and/or ability/
disability will impact their develop-
ing sense of self and attitudes to dif-
ferences between people. ➤

l how the environment 
supports active, hands-on 
exploration, the need to feel 
safe, secure and ‘at home’.

Reflective, knowledgeable 
practice
Practitioners working with two-
year-olds need:
l time and support to reflect 

on professional practices in 
their key person relationships 
and on their provision for 
two-year-olds – working 
with two-year-olds can be 
physically and emotionally 
challenging for practitioners. 
To be effective they need high 
levels of skill, knowledge and 

understanding of themselves 
as well as of the children. 
Therefore, practitioners 
need frequent and regular 
supervision opportunities 
to reflect on their practice 
with skilled, knowledgeable 
leaders and managers

l an understanding of each 
individual child and their 
socio-cultural contexts 
– in any group of two-year-
olds, each child will be 
different from the others 
in maturity, interests and 
dispositions. By expecting 
differences between children, 
practitioners will avoid 
practices that pressurise two-

year-olds into doing the same 
thing at the same time. At this 
age, a particular special need 
or disability may become 
more apparent or parents 
and practitioners may start 
to notice developmental 
differences that they have not 
noticed before. This means 
that practitioners need to be 
skilled and knowledgeable 
about completing education 
and healthcare plans in close 
partnership with parents

l to be reflective – by talking 
to parents and undertaking 
frequent observations, 
practitioners will understand 
the context of each child’s 

development and can then 
adopt a flexible approach 
– adapting their plans, 
the play environment, 
play opportunities, care 
routines and altering their 
expectations of behaviour  
as each child in the group 
grows and develops in their 
own way.

l a thorough knowledge of child 
development and how two-
year-olds learn 

Practitioners working with  
two-year-olds require the 
highest levels of skill and 
knowledge gained through 
good-quality, relevant training 
at a higher level.

Some will be expected to be more 
independent than others. Some will 
be used to being a part of a large 
group; others not. Practitioners can-
not hope to provide well for a child 
without the benefit of parents’ depth 
of knowledge about these things. Dai-
ly communications between parents 
and practitioners are essential and 
may include:
l verbal exchanges at the beginning 

and end of the day
l written exchanges – a daily diary 

that goes between home and the 
setting
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l Make sure that the environment 
is full of objects that refl ect each 
child’s home background and with 
which they are familiar.

l Learn key words in children’s 
home languages.

Independence
Two-year-olds have begun to estab-
lish a view of themselves as an auton-
omous person who is keen to assert 
their independence of thought and 
action. This means having their own 
agenda, practising making decisions, 
asserting preferences and struggling 
with choices. But as they are as yet 
inexperienced, they may assert their 
newfound independence and auton-
omy by refusing to co-operate and 
frequently changing their minds.
l Build in many opportunities for 

choice and autonomy such as 
allowing the children to serve their 
own food at the table, to help set 
out the sleep mats or to put on their 
boots to go outside. Allow plenty of 
time for these activities.

l Give choices within the boundary 
of what must happen – ‘It’s wet 
outside so you need to wear shoes. 
Do you want these lovely red 
Wellington boots or your super 
blue shoes?’

Intense feelings
Two-year-olds experience their feel-
ings with great intensity, so their self-
control and ability to keep others’ 
needs in mind is easily overpowered, 
resulting in confl ict. 
l Having clear, reasonable 

boundaries that are implemented 
and reinforced consistently (but 
not rigidly) helps two-year-olds 
feel safe and contained. 

l A behaviourist approach of 
naughty steps, time-out chairs or 
sticker charts do not help children 

to understand their feelings and 
behaviours suffi ciently. Neither do 
they consider the distressing early 
experiences that may be triggering 
a child’s behaviour 

Theory of mind
Two-year-olds are interested in and 
keen to be with other people, but they 
are still in the early stages of develop-
ing ‘theory of mind’ so their ability to 
consider or understand others’ needs 
fl uctuates. This means they fi nd the 
concept of sharing and taking turns 
diffi cult to follow. 
l Make sure that there are duplicates 

of all key items of equipment – 
books, bikes, balls, chairs, cups 
– so that confl ict over the ‘big bike’ 
or ‘red cup’ is reduced.

l Organise spaces for solitary as well 
as group play, as this reduces the 
need to compete.

‘I learn by moving and 
doing and through sensory 
experiences’
Two-year-olds love and need to be 
active and engage in activity that 
enables them to refi ne the phenom-
enal physical skills gained in the fi rst 
two years. Their fondness for learn-
ing while they are moving about is 
sometimes seen as ‘fl itting’ and not 
concentrating, although if observed 
closely, it can be seen that, in fact, 
they are pursuing a particular idea or 
exploring a particular schema, such 
as transporting or trajectory. 
l Do not expect two-year-olds to sit 

still for prolonged periods; it will 
result in the kind of disruptive 
behaviours some adults expect.

l Provide adequate uncluttered 
space so children can manoeuvre 
themselves and objects. Have 
fewer tables and chairs to aid 
mobility and support fl oor play.

l Create environments inside and out 
that offer a manageable amount of 
risk and suffi cient challenge. 

l Direct access to outside for sensory 
exploration of the natural world 
and fast-developing physical skills 
is best. Include areas for digging, 
planting and sand, water and mud, 
tunnels, tyres, logs and grass as 
well as soft surfacing and concrete.

Manipulating objects
Manipulating objects and tools leads 
to understanding how the parts work 
and the effects of the child’s actions 
on the object. This also leads to using 
objects and tools imaginatively.
l Ensure that you have a lot of each 

type of construction (including 
many components with wheels 
and many fi gures) so that ideas can 
be realised. 

l Review the size and level of 
diffi culty of your resources. 
Are they a good match with the 
manipulative skills of the children? 
Too easy and children will get 
bored, too hard and they may get 
discouraged.

l Two-year-olds’ limited 
understanding of time and their 
fascination with process and detail 
mean that they are not focused on 
end products. Focus on the process 
of exploring creative materials and 
the different use and effect of tools 
in play.

‘I want to communicate. I love 
music, stories and rhymes’
Two-year-olds already have a refi ned 
understanding and use of body lan-
guage, gesture, facial expression and 
voice tone and are now daily add-
ing new words to their vocabulary – 
their language use is becoming more 
sophisticated. 

These developments enable two-
year-olds to express themselves more 
clearly to others; however, they are 
still regularly misunderstood or mis-
interpreted by adults and other chil-
dren, particularly adults who do not 
know them well. This can lead to a lot 
of frustration for the child.
l Listening to and telling stories and 

singing songs should be a frequent 
experience for two-year-olds.

l Stories and singing are best one-
to-one or in groups of up to four 
children, where background noise 
is minimal and children can make 
themselves heard: key group time 
is ideal for this.

l Practitioners need to listen as well 
as talk. n

TWO-YEAR-OLDS
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Two-year-olds enjoy, and learn from, manipulating objects and tools
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Once, in an interview for a 
Reception teaching post, 
I was asked which area 
of nursery provision I 
would choose to keep if 

I could have only one. My immedi-
ate response was the role-play area, 
because I felt that it was potentially 
the most flexible, dynamic and lim-
itless – every aspect of learning and 
development can be supported within 
this natural and authentic context.

Role play incorporates domestic, 
‘everyday’ and fantasy scenarios, and 
as one of the most potent expressions 
of learning, it enables children to:
l harness and act on their thoughts, 

feelings and experiences in a safe 
environment

l imagine, recreate and rehearse 
actions and narratives, while 
wrestling with their concerns, 
interests and challenges

l emulate and reflect on observed 
behaviours, mimicking adults 
where necessary, but also 
reinventing scenarios in which 
they have control

l thread existing, but possibly 
‘untried’, knowledge and skills into 
narratives, so making sense of and 
‘owning’ what has been learned.
Central to this is the natural flow 

of storytelling, and language, both 
as a means of communication with 
playmates and as a means to support 
children’s thinking. 

PRIME AREA
The importance of Communication 
and Language is recognised within 
the EYFS statutory framework as a 
Prime area, and is separate from the 
Specific area of Literacy. 

Communication is the critical vehi-
cle for developing social skills, such 
as negotiating, describing, identify-

ing, naming and instructing. It is piv-
otal too in developing self-confidence 
and self-esteem and in our ability to 
make our needs, ideas and opinions 
known to others. 

Equally important is the place 
of language in the development 
of ‘meta-cognition’ – the ability to 
describe, articulate and think about 
thinking. Described by Piaget as 
‘private speech’, this aspect of lan-
guage refers to the ongoing internal 
conversation we have with ourselves 
to describe objects, events, feelings, 
thoughts and observations. 

Evidently, as the complexity and 
sophistication of language develops, 
so does the ability to provide more 
precisely nuanced descriptions of this 
‘private speech’. This, in turn, enables 
us to make greater links within what 
we know, to explore more possibili-
ties and to ‘lock’ these experiences 
in our memory by using language to 
describe and name them.

An important distinction is that 
between ‘receptive’ and ‘expressive’ 
language. 

Receptive language is what is 
heard, understood and sometimes 
acted upon; processing information 
into thoughts and actions. Although 
outwardly passive, it is a critical skill 
in making sense of people and the 
world, responding to instructions, 
anticipating events, comprehending 
situations and so on.

Expressive language is used to 
communicate with others, convey 
meaning and label and describe 
objects and situations. It is also a 
key component for processing this 
into thinking and memory. The role 
of expressive language – vocalised or 
not – is a vital aspect of holistic devel-
opment that needs to be supported 
and cannot be undervalued.

While communication and lan-
guage are therefore critical in their 
own right and distinct from Literacy, 
it is also clear that good outcomes in 
reading and writing are dependent 
on a child having effective language 
skills and being a confident speaker. 
As James Britton noted, ‘Reading and 
writing float on a sea of talk.’

What, then, are the key consid-
erations for ensuring that role-play 
areas provide for, support and chal-
lenge the development of children’s 
language and communication? 

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT
To generate the level of motivation 
and interest necessary to promote 
effective language learning within 
role play, practitioners need to con-
sider the nature and focus of role play 
as well as the resources to support it. 

Domestic role play
Space permitting, EYFS settings 
should aim to offer a ‘domestic role 
play area’ as part of their continuous 
provision. A ‘home-inspired’ area, 
stocked with ‘everyday’ resources, 
allows children to develop narratives 
and talk about their home life.

Themed role play
Additionally, and again space permit-
ting, settings should offer themed 

Role play that provides opportunities for talking and thinking helps to 
develop children’s communication and language, reports Jan Dubiel

Speaking 
parts

COMMUNICATION & LANGUAGE

Practitioners should 
consider the nature 
and focus of role play, 
and the resources 
needed to support it
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I recall my 
carefully 
equipped 
Goldilocks 
role-play area 
being invaded 
by Teenage 
Mutant Ninja 
Turtles in 
need of pizzas
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Fantasy role play 
Conjured up from traditional tales 
and fairy stories, fantasy role play 
provides magical possibilities for 
children to retell and adapt known 
fables and so immerse themselves 
in language uncommon in everyday 
situations.

To support children’s retelling 
of Goldilocks, for example, settings 
could provide a dress and wig, three 
bear costumes and bowls, spoons, 
beds and chairs in different sizes. 
However, they should not preclude 
the likelihood that children will want 
to adapt and depart from the original 
theme, and add their own resources. 

I recall my carefully equipped Gold-
ilocks role-play area being invaded by 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in need 
of pizzas, which were hastily cut from 
cardboard and decorated.

Whatever you want it to be
The work of Pat Broadhead explores a 
more open-ended approach to facili-
tating role play by providing explic-
itly flexible resources that require the 
children to interpret them in a highly 
individual and unpredictable way. 

The use of, for example, cardboard 
boxes, drapes and blocks – with the 
understanding that this is ‘a whatever 
you want it to be place’ (Broadhead) 
– enables children to fully realise 

role play as a means of dramatic 
story telling. Familiar themes are trav-
el agents, police stations, cafés and 
hairdressers, but there is no defini-
tive list. What is important is that the 
choice of scenario is underpinned by 
the following principles:
l Themed role play needs to be 

responsive to children’s interests, 
so cannot be planned far in 
advance. Once, following a walk to 
look for signs of spring, my class 
returned with an unassailable 
fascination for the carwash that 
they had seen. So, we set up one 
outdoors and high-quality play 
and discussion followed, including 
the morality of selling cigarettes 
from the kiosk.

l Children should choose the theme 
– even if carefully ‘guided’ by 
adults. Genuine ‘ownership’ of  
the idea will enhance children’s 
levels of participation and 
engagement.

l Children should, wherever 
possible, visit the ‘real place’, as 
this will make a critical difference 
to the quality of their play and 
exploration. For example, visiting 
an estate agent’s and talking to 
staff their about their role will 
provide the inspiration for children 
to emulate and develop what they 
have seen and learned.

what Kathy Goouch describes as 
‘intentionality’.

THE ADULT ROLE
The second key consideration when 
planning and supporting role play 
are adult-child interactions and how 
these can enhance or undermine chil-
dren’s storytelling and discussions.

Given the importance of communi-
cation and language within all forms 
of role play, practitioners should:
l participate in a considered and 

sensitive way – deciding if and 
when to intervene in children’s 
play is a constant tension for early 
years practitioners. So, be sure to 
stop, reflect and assess whether 
any engagement will dampen or 
illuminate children’s learning. 

l look out for the ‘invisible moments 
of possibility’ – children’s play 
presents many opportunities for 
learning that are only visible to 
the adult. Role play is particularly 
effective for developing children’s 
vocabulary and scaffolding their 
‘meta-language’. Introducing the 
name of a particular tool, process 
or concept that is unknown to the 
child during role play provides a 
meaningful context in which the 
child can both learn and practise 
using the new language. For 
example, the child waving a wand 
might not know the expression 
‘magic spell’ or ‘abracadabra’ – so 
what better time to introduce it?

l model language – by taking on a 
role and participating directly in 
children’s role play, the practitioner 
can introduce related ideas and 
language. For example, the 
practitioner may take on the role of 
an indecisive customer at a travel 
agent’s and ask questions that will 
require the child to respond in 
many different ways.

l enable children to communicate 
‘expressively’, rather than just 
‘receptively’ – this is perhaps the 
most important aspect of adult-
child interactions during role play 
and requires the practitioner to 
ask open-ended questions. These 
need to follow the child’s lead, then 
enhance it by prompting the use  
of new language and giving the 
child the confidence to ‘try out’  
and ‘risk’ exploring ideas and 
narrative verbally. n

Jan Dubiel is national development 
manager at training and resources 
company Early Excellence, http://
earlyexcellence.com
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The best way for children to learn about                      maths is through engaging, real-life experiences, not pointless worksheets
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In 2010, I had the pleasure of 
meeting Sir Peter Williams, 
author of Independent Review of 
Mathematics Teaching in Early 
Years Settings and Primary 

Schools, published in 2008. At the 
time, he questioned whether anyone 
would be interested in hearing about 
his two-year-old report. In fact, I refer 
to it constantly to this day, particular-
ly the chapter on the EYFS. 

Since publication, the EYFS frame-
work has been revised and ‘Problem 
Solving, Reasoning and Numeracy’ 
replaced by ‘Mathematics’. However, 
Sir Peter’s observations and recom-
mendations stand the test of time, as 
fundamentally they are about giving 
children the very best start in math-
ematical learning. 

He highlighted the importance 
of the mathematically rich enabling 
environment and skilled adults who 
promote maths through spontaneous 
play and everyday routines. In 2014, 
a paper by the All Party Parliamen-
tary Group for Maths and Numeracy 
reached similar conclusions.

Both reports emphasise play as 
the most effective way for children 
to learn – and are backed up by 
research, educational theory and the 
principles of the EYFS. Why, then, in 
many schools today, is maths being 
‘done to’ children in large groups on 
the carpet, at tables, with pointless 
worksheets and even in workbooks? 

Both reports also acknowledge 
many adults’ bewilderment at maths 
when they were at school. So, doesn’t 
this strengthen the case for making 
maths real and meaningful for chil-
dren today?

There are other important ques-
tions that we need to ask ourselves. 
Are we ‘doing maths to children’ so 
they can reach the predetermined 
– some would argue, developmen-
tally inappropriate – Early Learning 
Goals? Or are we striving to foster 
generations of learners who enjoy, 
understand, feel confident about and 
connect with maths, not just in their 
early years but for the rest of their 
lives?

If our approach to maths is formal, 
how can we honestly say that we are 
promoting the statutory Character-
istics of Effective Learning – those 
learning behaviours, contained with-
in the EYFS, that are the true indica-
tors of future achievements?

What is indisputable is that the 
enabling early years environment 
is full of mathematical possibilities, 
with problems to solve and, as Linda 
Pound (2008) recognised, problems 
to find! 

Ginsburg (2000) observed and 
recorded a group of four- and five-
year-olds engaged in free play and 
concluded that although they did 
not always appear to be using maths, 
42 per cent of the play that he saw 
included mathematical experiences. 
All play has the potential to be math-
ematical, in my opinion, and it is the 
adults and environment that can 
either help or hinder its inherent 
mathematical possibilities.

EVERYDAY MATHS 
THROUGH EVERYDAY 
PROVISION
Creative workshop
I often suggest practitioners don their 
maths glasses to assess where maths 
is, and isn’t, happening in their set-
ting. In my own classroom, the crea-
tive workshop (incorporating art and 
design technology aspects of Expres-
sive Arts and Design) is a hotspot for 
meaningful maths.

Here, children self-select materi-
als, estimate and calculate on a daily 
basis. So, making a model might 
involve gluing together cereal packets 
of varying shapes and sizes, measur-
ing lengths of tape and using split-
pins to let the wheels rotate.

Contrast this with a teacher call-
ing children to a table to present and 
name some bright plastic 3D shapes, 
then asking them to repeat the names 
or colour in a worksheet of 2D imag-
es of the 3D shapes, before ticking 
a record showing that the children 
have ‘done’ 3D. 

The problem with this approach is 
that the plastic shapes resemble noth-

Make maths meaningful to young children by being 
less formal and looking at real life, says Elaine Bennett

Get real
MATHEMATICS 

ing from the child’s own experience, 
unlike the cereal packets, and maths 
learning becomes an abstract, adult-
led – unengaging – exercise, rather 
than a child-led, ‘real’ experience. 

Resource ideas
To promote mathematical thinking in 
your creative workshop, include:
  recycled materials for junk 

modelling (clean and safe to use)
 plastic containers of powder 
paints with baby milk scoops for 
measuring 
 clean soap bottles filled with water 
(to add to powder paint) 
 washed yogurt pots (for making 
powder paint in) 
 colouring pencils sorted by colour
 paper and card  
 glue sticks, PVA glue in small pots 
 range of collage materials 
 art and craft books to give ideas 
 scissors, masking tape, sticky tape 
 paintbrushes of various sizes 
 wrapping paper/wallpaper 
 fabric, wool, string.

Water area
Water play is a real draw for children, 
and crucial to their learning. For 
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 measuring cylinders, jugs, spoons 
 water wheels, bubbles 
 decorator’s brushes in various sizes 
 cups and teapots
 sponges, cloths 
 food colouring, nets  
 access to water!

THE PLAYFUL TEACHER
Recently, the Ofsted definition of 
teaching in Teaching and Play in the 
Early Years – A Balancing Act? (2015) 
came as music to the ears of early 
years practitioners committed to 
play-based learning. 

In the report, Ofsted acknowledges 
that teaching doesn’t just mean a top-
down model but also encompasses 
the many interactions that practi-
tioners have each and every day with 
children as they play, such as ‘com-
municating and modelling language, 
showing, explaining, demonstrat-
ing, exploring ideas, encouraging, 
questioning, recalling, providing a 
narrative for what they are doing, 
facilitating and setting challenges’.

This is something we need to print 
out, put on T-shirts and wave hap-
pily in the face of anyone who enters 
our ‘enabling environments’ asking 
about maths-focused activities and 
teaching!

My own practice has been greatly 
inspired by the work of Anna Eph-
grave and Ruth Moore at Carter-
hatch Infant School in Enfield, North 
London, where every interaction is 
viewed as a ‘teachable’ moment. 

Maths is no exception. Every inter-
action that we have with children in 
that spontaneous play that Sir Peter 
spoke so passionately about is an 
opportunity for children to progress 
mathematically – be it in measuring, 
estimating, counting, calculating or 
exploring direction, space, time or 
speed…

So, if a child is making a hat in the 
creative workshop, the practitioner 
might model how to measure the 
card by putting it around the child’s 
head, estimate the amount of sticky 
tape that is needed and talk about any 
patterns that the child creates in the 
decoration.

Tuning into children in this way 
and viewing every interaction as a 
‘teachable’ moment has had a huge 
impact on my team, and has made 
maths about so much more than 
numbers for our children. n

Elaine Bennett is EYFS/Year 1 leader 
at Friars Primary School, Southend-
on-Sea, Essex

The best way for children to learn about                      maths is through engaging, real-life experiences, not pointless worksheets

full and full pictures of measuring 
beakers. Again, such an approach is 
abstract and meaningless to the child, 
and can only have a damaging effect 
on their ability to engage in learning.  

Resource ideas
To promote mathematical thinking in 
your water area, include:

 empty bottles and containers 
 buckets, funnels, tubes 
 guttering, pipes 
 syringes and pipettes  
 pots with holes 

example, Piaget (as quoted by Coon-
ey, Cross and Trunk, 1993) argued 
that children need time to explore 
and develop an understanding of 
water before being ‘taught’ concepts 
such as volume and capacity.

I believe passionately in water play, 
inside and out, as each offers differ-
ent types of experience. Over time, we 
have replaced ‘water toys’ with ‘real’, 
open-ended resources and now take 
a ‘less is more’ approach, in which 
shelves are labelled clearly and ‘shad-
owed’ (with silhouettes of resources 
to show where to store them). This 
has resulted in children selecting, and 
replacing, resources more carefully 
and being more engaged in their play. 

Children in my class are able to 
explore volume and capacity daily by 
helping to fill and empty the water 
trays. The first time they overfill it, 
they learn an important lesson for 
next time! On one occasion a child 
was so eager to fill the indoor water 
tray that he filled the bucket to the 
brim, then could not move it – anoth-
er important lesson.

Contrast this with a child being 
called to ‘do’ capacity on a worksheet, 
where they have to mark empty, half-
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to use digital 
technologies 
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teaching
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Many experts are critical 
of the Government’s 
emphasis on phonics 
in teaching children 
to read and write. But 

as well as trying to assess the right-
ful place of phonics, play and home 
learning in the learning process, 
practitioners are increasingly having 
to consider the potential role of infor-
mation and communications technol-
ogy (ICT) in helping young children 
to become literate. 

To become a reader, a child needs 
to learn several skills, including rec-
ognising the letters of the alphabet 
and the sounds associated with them, 
spelling patterns, decoding, as well as 
comprehension skills to make sense 
of what they have read. 

Creative use of tablets and iPads 
can help to support all these skills and 
provide an often missing alternative 

to a narrow focus on apps that merely 
support phonics and grammar. The 
focus is on digital technologies, but 
the idea is to use these to enrich (not 
substitute) traditional teaching.

What does it take to become 
an able, motivated reader? 
In addition to building children’s 
basic reading skills such as phonolog-
ical awareness and letter knowledge, 
teachers need to use higher-order 
teaching strategies that build the 
content knowledge and vocabulary 
required to understand complex top-
ics (such as environment and family 
relationships). 

The latter requires a multipronged 
approach to nurture children’s read-
ing for pleasure that can improve 
their sense of connectedness to 
the wider community and result in 
increased empathy, and improved 

relationships and well-being more 
generally. (See the work of charities 
including National Literacy Trust, 
Book Trust and The Reading Agency.)

How do literacy apps and 
software programmes 
support all these skills?
There are many literacy apps and 
software programmes that support 
the development of children’s basic 
reading skills. In fact, a recent review 
of children’s literacy apps revealed 
that the majority focus on basic read-
ing skills and use a drills-and-skills 
approach (see box). 

Such apps let children play vari-
ous letter games and teach them how 
to match sounds to letters or sound 
out phonemes. There are also many 
language-oriented apps that teach 
children vocabulary by, for exam-
ple, providing various challenges  
as children’s learning of new words 
progresses.  

Children can play matching games, 
construct puzzles, solve quizzes and 
often don’t need another adult or 
even another child to enjoy the activ-
ity and learn a simple concept. This 
is because there are various inbuilt 
feedback mechanisms in the apps, 
and often the possibility to compare 
one’s scores with other children 
remotely. 

Such literacy apps can be fun and 
help facilitate children’s basic lit-
eracy learning, but so that children 
become curious and willing readers, 
they also need to develop and elabo-

Tablets and iPads can help to support the development of willing and 
able readers. Dr Natalia Kucirkova offers some tips and strategies

Flexible 
friends?
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It would be diffi  cult to list specifi c digital 
books or apps given the rapid pace at which 
apps are developed and the vast number of 
apps currently available for young children. 
Instead, here are some sites that evaluate, 
curate and provide specifi c tips on activities 
available with a range of digital books and 
apps, depending on children’s ages/interests 
and teachers’ learning goals. 
l Common Sense Graphite, www.graphite.org
l www.teacherswithapps.com
l http://blog.momswithapps.com – parents 

often discover apps that can be used in a 
classroom too!

l Children’s Technology Review, 
http://childrenstech.com

l Erikson Technology in Early Childhood 
Centre, http://teccenter.erikson.edu

Special interest group
If you are a UK teacher interested in children’s 
digital books, you may be interested in joining 
a special interest group run by the United 
Kingdom Literacy Association. 

The group ‘Children’s digital books and 
literacy apps’ aims to provide a hub for 
practitioners, literacy educators (including 
librarians and literacy co-ordinators), digital 
book producers and publishers interested 
in children’s digital books, e-books and 
literacy apps. For more information, visit: 

http://ukla.org/cpd/sig/details/childrens-
digital-books-and-literacy-apps

Recent research and more 
information
If you are interested in research about 
digital books, have a look at:
l MESH guide about the research and use of 

digital books in classrooms, 
www.meshguides.org/use-of-digital-
books-with-early-years-and-primary-
school-aged-children

l Book Trust blogs about children’s digital 
books and their key features, 
www.booktrust.org.uk/news-and-blogs/
blogs/booktrust/author/562

l Report by the National Literacy Trust: The 
Impact of ebooks on the Reading Motivation 
and Reading Skills of Children and Young 
People, www.literacytrust.org.uk/research/
nlt_research/6185_the_impact_of_ebooks_
on_the_reading_motivation_and_reading_
skills_of_children_and_young_people 

l The Reading Agency, http://readingagency.
org.uk

l The Joan Ganz Cooney Center at Sesame 
Workshop (2015). Getting A Read on 
the App Stores. A market scan and 
analysis of children’s literacy apps, www.
joanganzcooneycenter.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/12/jgcc_gettingaread.pdf
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incorporate a breadth of content and 
skills, and which build on the chil-
dren’s interests, skills and needs. 

When choosing digital books for 
your classroom, choose books that 
support basic reading skills as well as 
children’s dispositions to learn (such 
as by asking children open-ended 
questions). 

With tablets, you can also encour-
age children’s creative responses and 
the production of their own materi-
als (rather than passive consumption 

rate the meaning of a particular word 
(for example, how the same word can 
have a different meaning in different 
contexts), or to contemplate open-
ended questions (which may not have 
a simple or a right/wrong answer). 

To develop children’s deeper read-
ing skills, there are not many – if 
any – apps and reading software 
programmes that can be used by 
the child independently. Teachers, 
parents, caregivers or older children 
therefore need to use the apps with 
the children. 

What are the particular 
advantages of tablets in 
developing children’s basic 
reading skills?
You may be familiar with strategies 
for supporting early reading with dig-
ital cameras, desktop PCs or interac-
tive whiteboards, but perhaps not so 
much with newer technologies such 
as tablets, currently very popular with 
children of pre-school age (Ofcom, 
2015). When you compare tablets 
with these already familiar technolo-
gies used in an early years classroom, 
you will see that tablets have some 
unique features. 

First, they are compact and can 
be used for multiple purposes. What 
used to be separate technologies – 
camera, keyboard, audio recorder – is 
now merged into one device. 

Unlike paper books, digital books 
available on iPads and tablets can 
be customised – you can adjust the 
font size, the screen brightness or 
the reading diffi culty according to a 
particular child. This is a great asset 
for children who are reluctant or 
slow readers, but also those who 
are avid readers and may be keen to 
explore a small digital library at their 
fi ngertips.

The tablet screen size is ideal 
for one-to-one reading as if with a 
paper book, but can be also used for 
group reading when projected on an 
interactive whiteboard (or Apple TV, 
depending on what kind of tablet/
iPad you use). Moreover, tablets are 
lightweight and portable, which is 
attractive to many teachers who wish 
to use the technology for school trips 
or outside the classroom. 

How can children in your 
classroom benefi t from 
these unique properties?
Thanks to tablets’ customisation pos-
sibilities and burgeoning children’s 
digital book market, children have 
access to a range of book titles that P
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Erikson Technology 
in Early Childhood 
Centre is one of 
several useful 
websites about apps 
and digital books

of digital content). For this, there is 
a number of activities you could do:
l Encourage children to create 

multimedia stories where 
children can add their own music 
recordings or voice-overs, pictures, 
drawings or texts. The more 
options they have to create a story 
they like, the greater the likelihood 
they will feel motivated to read 
them and share them with others. 
By comparing their own stories 
with classic stories, children will 
also develop critical literacy skills 
on the way.

l Use a variety of apps – some that 
teach basic literacy skills and some 
that complement them with more 
creative and open-ended options.

l Encourage the use of apps that can 
complement children’s interest in 
a topic (for example, if a child likes 
knights, see if there are particular 
apps which would extend that 
interest). n

Dr Natalia Kucirkova is a senior 
lecturer in childhood studies, 
Faculty of Education, at Manchester 
Metropolitan University
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Follow us @NurseryWorldAwd

“
Prove you’re a winner!

Winning ‘Nursery of the Year 2015’ has been one of our greatest 
achievements. We feel incredibly proud that these awards not only 
shine a light on our setting and our practice, but also promote our 
unique enquiry-based learning pedagogy to the UK. 

The opportunities have not stopped knocking on the door since the 
night of the awards, and as a result we feel more confident than ever to 
take the next step and grow and develop our services. 

Thank you Nursery World, winning these awards has been a dream 
come true. ”

Winner 2015: Little Barn Owls Nursery & Farm School, Horsham
Nursery of the Year Award / Enabling Environments Award

sponsored by

En
tri

es 
no
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op
en

!

With categories for organisations, individuals, initiatives 
and equipment, visit www.NurseryWorldAwards.com 

to start working on your entry today.

Deadline for entries  13th May 2016 

Free entry for Nursery World subscribers.

Queries: ed.wyre@markallengroup.com I 020 7501 6742
Sponsorship: jacki.rosendale@markallengroup.com I 020 7501 6698
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